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ABSTRACT 
Washover fans and tidal deltas are known to be si·gnificant sediment 
storage sites on the barrier islands of the Outer Banks of North Carolina 
and the Texas Gulf Coast. No previous studies, however, have attempted to 
quantify the importance of these sediment sinks in the ltttoral sediment 
budget. 
The relative importance of washover and tidal delta sedimentation on 
the erosional shoreline of Rhode Island has been determtned from a photo-
grammetric analysis of the backbarrier shoreline changes on the south shore 
barrier beaches from Napatree Point to Point Judith over the period of 
1939 to 1975 (the dates of the earl test and 1 a test aeria 1 photographic 
coverage). Amounts of areal changes were measured directly or were calcu-
lated from direct measurements. Determination of volumetric changes required 
addi ti'ona 1 information concerning annua 1 rates of vertical was hover sedi- JI 
mentation (0.03-0.04 m/yr, from Godfrey, 1976; and 0.05 m/yr, this study) ~~, 
and an estimate of volumetric change per areal change of eroded beach from 
the U. s. Anny, Coastal Engineering Research Center (1973) in which a 
2 change of 0.09 m along the shoreline is equivalent to a volumetric change 
3 3 2 of 0.76 m, or a change of 8.44 m /m. 
Backbarrier areas were measured using a square grid point-counting 
technique. These direct areal measurements were converted to ground areas 
using the representative fractional scales determined for each individual 
photograph from ground truth measurements, and the amounts of areal changes 
ii 
cf supratidal and subtidal washover and tidal delta deposits and of eroded 
beach were calculated for the period of 1939 to 1975. Total areal change 
of supratidal plus subtidal washover deposits was +522,792 + 267,953 m2 = 
2 +790,745 m; total areal change of suprattdal plus subttdal tidal delta 
deposits was +188,238 + 862,322 m2 = +1,050,560 m2. Total area of eroded 
beach for the whole south shore was -608,558 m2. Annual rate of areal 
changes of washover deposits for the v1hole south shore was calculated to 
be +21,965 m2/yr; for annual tidal delta accretion, +29,182 m2/yr; and for 
2 . 
annual rate of beach erosion, -16,904 m /yr. 
According to these values of areal changes, subtidal plus supratidal 
tidal delta sedimentation is 1 1/3 ti'mes more effective than subtidal plus ~ 
supratidal washover sedimentation in the landward transportation, deposi-
tion, and storage of sediment. Supratidal washover accretion, however,1 .is; 
nearly three times more effecti've than supratidal tidal delta accretion. 
Using the derived annual rate of vertical washover sedimentation of 
0.05 m/yr to compute the approximate volumetric values of changes for both 
ii 
washover and tidal delta deposits (in the absence of any indication of ver-
tical tidal delta accretion rates), and using the Coastal Engineering Re-
~earch Center•s value of 8.44 m3 sediment loss (or gain) per 1 m2 areal 
units of beach erosion (or accretion) to compute the volume of eroded beach, 
the following results were obtained. Washover accretion was determined to 
be +1,354,809 m3 for the whole south shore over the entire study period, 
tidal delta accretion is +1,822,476 m3, and the amount of eroded beach is 
., 
-5,138,934 m~~ According to these values, overwash can account for 26% of 
" 
the sediment eroded from the beaches and ti da 1 delta sedimentation for 35%. / 
Losses to alongshore and offshore transport of sediment therefore total 
39% of the volume of sediment eroded from the beaches of the south shore of 
iii 
Rhode Island, 
The greatest factor controlltng the occurrence and amount of wash-
over accretton appears to be an erosional beach. At 27% of the transects 
at which. washover accretion was significant (i'.e., more than the mean 
vc:lue of +18,000 m2). beach erosion was also significant (t.e., less than 
the mean value of -6,000 m
2
). At 66% of the transects at which washover 
2 accretion was signi·ficant to moderate (i'.e., greater than +18,000 m or 
greater than O and less than +18,000 m2), beach erosion was also stgnifi-
cant to moderate (i.e., less than -6,000 m2 or greater than -6,000 m2 but 
still less than 0). Other related controlling factors are the he.ight and 
continuity of the dunes, the development of transitory inlets, and the 
wtdth of the barrier beach (which ts a function of the development of 
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~'NTRODUCTI ON
Washover fans and tidal deltas are considered to be potentially 
significant reservoirs of sedtment in barrier island systems. However, 
no attempt has been made to quantify the importance of these backbarrier 
and lagoon deposits as sediment sinks in the littoral sediment budget. 
This study analyzes the signiftcance of washover fans and tidal deltas 
as sediment sinks on the barrier beaches of southern Rhode Island between 
Napatree Point and Point Judith (figure 1). 
The analysts of the long-term (in this study 36 years} sediment 
budget of a barrier island system includes recognition of those processes 
which transport sediment into, through, and out of the system, as well as 
the possible sources and sinks for the sediment. Sediment which can be 
transported by coastal processes alongshore, offshore, as we11 as landward 
must be accounted for. Most sediment budget studies have emphasized along-
shore and offshore transport of sediment; this study concentrates on the 
landward transport of sediment. By analyzing the quantitative changes that 
have occurred on the coast, the relative importance of the sinks in the 
barrier island system can be assessed, and the probable causes operative 
along the coast that are responsible for the long-term changes can then 
be extrapolated. 
In the analysis of the long-term sediment budget, as long a range of 
time as possible to measure the changes along the coast would be most valu-





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































aerial p~otographs were chosen to datermi ne photogrammetrtca l1y the changes 
in are'as of the.backbarrier and l.agoon deposits, and to distinguish the 
changes as washover or tidal delta sedimentation. Changes along the beach 
as meast:red at the high water line tndi'cate the possible amount of sedi-
ment that is available to be transported landward by overwash and tidal 
delta processes. Backbarrter sedimentation resulting from landward eolian 
transport of sediment could not be distinguished from overwash transport 
of sediment on the basts of this study, but eoltan transporb0as believed 
to be less significant than overwash transport on the ba~is of other sedi-
ment budget analyses (Bartberger, 1976). 
TERMINOLOGY 
The terms 11overwash11 and 11washover11 have occasionally been used 
interchangeably i'n the literature, but a distinction drawn by Schwartz 
(1975) between the terms is adopted for use in this study. Schwartz de-
fined 11overwash11 as the mass of water that overtops the barrier i s1 and 
as well as the process of overtopping and 11washover11 as the sediment de-
posit or geomorphic feature produced by the process of overwash. 
11Backbarrier" as used in this study refers to the supratidal sec-
tion of a barrier beach behind the foredune ridge that extends landward 
to the lagoon or bay shoreline. "Barrier beach11 is a local term used in 
reference to the relatively small-scale barrier islands that extend be-
tween the headlands and across the relatively small lagoons or salt ponds 
along the south shore of Rhode Island. As defined by the American Geolog-
ical Institute (1976), a barrier beach is "a single, elongate ridge 
rising above the high tide level and extending generally para1le1 with 
the ceast, but sepa·rated from it by a lagoon." The bary,ier beaches of 
4 
Rhode Island have a single. foredune ridge, vegetc\ted zones, and marshy 
terraces extending to the lagoons. 
"Supratidal" as used tn thts s,tudy refers to the portion of the 
coast that lies immediately above the high tide level, "subtidal" occurs 
below the low tide level, and "intertidal" occurs between the high and 
low tide levels • 
• 
PREVrous STUDlES 
AERIAL PHOTOGRAMMETRIC STUDIES 
Aertal photographs have been used commonly tn the past by many 
workers to analyze coastal changes qualitatively (Dietz, 1947; Lueder 
and Belcher, 1954; Rtb, 1957; Ray, 1960; El Ashry, 1963; El Ashry 
and Wa,n1ess•, 1965, 1968; . Nordquist, 1972; Godfrey and Godfrey, 1974; 
La,ngfelder, French, McDonald, and Ledbetter, 1974I~ and on1y recently 
have aerial photographs been used to determine quantttative coastal 
changes. A detailed photogramrnetric techni'quefor measuring beach erosion 
a1ong extended stretches of a coast has been developed by Stafford (1968, 
19711~ His method ha~ be~n used tn subs~q~ent studtes of coastal changes 
(Stafford and Langfelder, 1970, 1971; Wahls, 1973; Sttrewa1t and Ingram, 
19.74; Zarillo, 1974; · Stephen, Brown, FitzGerald, Hubbard, and Hayes, 
1975; Regan, 1976}~ Other workers have also used aerial photogra,phs in 
quantitative coastal erosion studies in conjunction wi'th other sources 
of tnformation, such as historical and recent charts, surveys, and maps, 
old newspaper reports and interviews with local residents, ground surveys, 
and other remote sensing imagery, such as Skylab and Landsat-I imagery 
(Kaye, 1973; Ogden, 1974; Oertel and Chamberlain, 1975; Glaeser, Muehl-
berger, and Herron, 1976; Hardin, Sapp, Emplaincourt, and Richter, 1976). 
A working draft manuscript on the 11Standards for Measuri'ng Shoreline 
Changes11 (Tanner, 1977} consi·ders many of the quantitc\t1've aspects of 
using aerial photographs i'n the photogrammetric determination of shore-
1 ine changes described by Stafford~ 
5 
6 
No known studies·aave ~tternpted to quantify widespread backbarrier 
shore 1 tne changes in the manner of this study. Sti-rewa 1t and Ingram (197 4} 
measured shoreltne changes over a tnirty year pertod along the mainland 
salt ma~s~envtronment tn Pamltco Sound, North Caroltna, but only at iso-
lated localittes, 
STUDIES OP OVERWASH AND WASHOVER DEPOSITS 
Tfte dynamtcs-0f overwash, was hover fan sed1'menta,ti'on and morpflol ogy, 
and the implicati'ons of overwash on the evolutton of barrier beaches have 
been studied by several worRers-(Andrews, 1967; Pterce, 1969, 1970; 
Scott, Hoover, and McGowen, 19"69; Nordquist, 1972; Ftsher, Leatherman, 
and Perry, 1974; Schwartz, 1975"; Leatherman, 1976, 1977f,. 
Schwartz's recent deftnittons of 11overwash11 as the process as well 
as the mass of water overtopping the barrier and of "washover" as the geo-
morphtc feature and the sedimentatton product will be used in thts study. 
• • Over,,1ash 
The actual process of overwash has been described as a unidirec-
ttonal, discontinuous flow or pulse of sediment-charged water which occurs 
i-n response to the storm wave runup and storm surge overtopping the bar-
rter (Schwartz, 1975; Fisher, Leatherman, and Perry, 1974). Overwash is 
_ generally accepted as ·occurring as a result of the combined effects of a 
storm surge, stotm waves, and normal or unusually high tides, although 
occas-tons of overwash occurring ;-n response to monthly high tides or 
"supratides" alone have been reported by Mikesh, Howard, and Mayou (J968) 
at Sapelo Island, Georgia, and by Ray, Domerackt, and Waddell (1976)_ along 
the South Carolina coast, 
7 
The ma.jar factors affecttng where along a 




stretch of beach that 
th:e conttnutty and height 
of tfle foredune rtdge, and the wtdth, slope, and compos,itton of the beach, 
s.tnce- overwash· tends to occur wfrere the barrter beach is lowest and pre-
sents the least resistance to the· storm surge$ crnd waves. The erosive cap-
abi'l tty of the overwash surges on the barrier beach: ts a functton of the 
parameters• Hsted above, as well as such parameters as the wi'dth, height, 
composttfon, and vegetatfon of the bacf<barrier (whi'ch ts defi'ned here as 
the suprattdal portton of the barr1'er beach 1 agoonward of th.e foredune 
ri-dgeL as we·11 as th·e ftetght of the storm surge·, the· tida 1 range a 1 ong 
·the· coast; and the· ttdal stage (htgfT or lowI and ttdal phase-(sprtng or 
neap I duri'ng which the storm or hurricane makes landfall (Hayes and Booth-
royd, 1969; McGowen and Scott, 1975; Morton, 1976). If the combi'ned 
height of the surge, waves, and tide is greater than the hei'ght of the 
barri'er beach, the barrter will expel"'i-ence overwash. rf the combtned par-
ameters produce considerable frictional resistance, the overwash flow 
veloci'ty wtll be minimized, and deposi'tional processes will predominate 
over erosional processes on the backbarrier. If the frictional resistance 
is low, overwash flow velocity will be maximized, and erosion will pre-
dominate over deposition. Under such conditions, overtopping waves and 
storm surge can erode the dunes and barrier beach nucleus down to a 1evel 
so that a current flows across the barrier beach into the lagoon. Such a 
storm breach can be opened by overwash from either the lagoon or ocean 
s,i'de of the barrier (Pierce, 1970; Fi'sher, Leatherman, and Perry, 1974; 
Godfrey and Godfrey, 1974; Schwartz, 1975). 
8 
Wt~hova~ De~Osits 
Th.e • geometry of a was hover depos.i't is contra 11 ed by the degree of 
foredune development and the bacRb·arrter topography. Overwash 1 oca l tzed 
qt an i'so lated low potnt i'n the foredune- (such as a blowout, former over-
wash channel, or beach buggy access road) generally produces an i'solated 
washover fan~ If a fatrly conttnuous section of the· foredune is lower than 
the combi"ned level of· the· storm surge, wave hetgn.ts, and ttde level, then 
0verwash will occur over all of the sectton, produci'ng a coalesctng or 
sheetl tke depos·tt of sediment on the- backbarri er (which has been termed a 
was hover apron or was hover ramp). Backbarri'er topography can affect the 
washover geometry• by servfog to dtsperse or contatn overwash surge and 
sediment depos-ttfon (Andrews, 1g57; Schwartz, 19751. 
Indtvtdua 1, genera 1ly- tsol ated was hover fans are subrectangul ar to 
semtctrcular or elongate tn plan vtew, wfth the landward margin commonly 
b-etng 1 obqte (Andrews :t 1g67; Nordqui·st, 1972; Schwartz, 1975). In cross-
section the fans are generally wedge-shaped (Andrews, 1967; Scott, Hoover, 
and McGowen, 1969}_ or tabular to prismatic (Schwartz, 1975) and range in 
thtckness from a feather edge at the bayward margin to a meter or so in 
the central portion (Nordquist, 1972). Distributary channels can form a 
set of radiating furrows across the fan, originating from a single broad 
washover channel (Price, 1947; Andrews, 1967) or from a single braided 
channel system (Scott, Hoover, and McGowen, 1969). Low ddges and broad, 
wedge-shaped elevations (.Pri'ce, 1947), eolian mounds ( 11elongate mounds of 
eolian sand stabilized by dense growths of grasses and thorny shrubs") 
(Andrews, 1967), or dunes (Nordquist, 1972; Godfrey, 1976)_ may occur in 
the interdtstrtbutary areas. 
The· sources of the sedtment that i·s transported by overwash onto the 
9 
backba,rrter are the dunes, the adjacent and updrtft beach~ the shorefa,c;:e, 
and the:shelf, accordl'ng to ana,ly-ses·of the:texture, composttton, and con-
tent of organtc rematns tn tfre was·hover detri'tus (Andrews, 19E7; Hayes, 
1967; McGowen and Scott, 19·59·; • Schwartz, 1975). 
Was-hover fan sedtments can be modtfted after deposition on the back-
barrter by storm return fl ow over the barri'er beach, wfli'ch can redtstri bute 
the previously- depos-tted was hover sedtment oceanward (Hayes, 1967; Scott, 
Hoover, and McGowen, 1969Y, Succeedl'ng storm surges overtopping the· barrier 
b-eacrras oyerwashcan als-0:erode p,re.vtous1y. deposHed washover sediment, 
trunca.ttng strata and producing a scour surface (Andrews, 196]; Nordquist, 
.1972.; Hosier and Cleary., 1975; Schwartz, 1975}. Eal tan processes can 
al so cause· winnowt-ng of the washover sediments by transporti'ng the fi'ner 
. grades to the dunes, marsh,. tidal flats, or beach, dependtng on the wind 
dtrection and magnttude (Pterce, 19'69·; Scott, lfoover, and McGowen, 19.69.; 
Dolan and Godfrey, 1973; Ptsher, Leatherman, and Perry, 1974; Godfrey-, 
1976). 
Internally the indtvidual washover fans constst of an imbricate, 
rhythmtc seri'es of graded sheet sands, with generally parallel to sub-
parallel, horizontal to low angle (less than 4-5°) landward-dipping strata, 
overlying coarse or heavy mineral-rich lag deposits (which can be eolian-
winnowed deposits)_, which are in turn underlain by an undulating scour 
surface. A thin, dark, organic-rich sandy or silty layer at the base of 
the wash.over depostts may mark the top of the pre-storm surface. The heavy 
mi'neral-rich layers may mark discrete surges within one was hover event. 
Important but less widespread is the occurrence of buried grasses, inclined 
at an angle to the roots in the dtrection of flow. Medium-scale, high-angle, 
planar cr,oss-beddi'ng (delta foreset strata) commonly occur in the distal 
10 
deposits of the washover fan where tQe ~ediment has been transported into 
the--lagoorl' or pond (Andrews-~ 19:67; Scott, Hoover~ and McGoweri, 1969; 
' 
Schwartz, 1975"; Leatherman, 1977r.' 
Th:e_ tnternal features of the washover fan may-be interpreted as the. 
result of the di·sconti'nuous, htgh·-vel ocity (transtti'ona l to uppe·r fl ow 
regi·me1 flow of sediment-laden water across the generally low slope of 
the back.barrier. Segregati'on of the tractton load and suspended load occurs 
raptdly. because of the low deposi'tfonal slope, percolatton of the overwash 
surge tnto the relatively permeable backbarrter deposits, and rapid de-
crease tn the fl ow vel octty, with concurrent decreases in tne capacity and 
competence to transport sedtment i'n the surges. Repeated overwash surges 
across the- dunes and onto the backbarrter would produce a rhythmic sequence 
of bedload-suspended load sedimentation units (Schwartz, 19.75; Leatherman, 
1977}. The parallel strata represent transfttonal flow regime flat beds, 
and th.e subparallel to wavy strata probably represent upper flow regime 
standtng waves (anti dunes). 
Washover deposition appears to have an important long-term effect 
on barrter beach evolution in maintaining the existence of the barrier 
beach. Many workers recognize overwash as a process that rejuvenates the 
backbarrter marsh by creating new marsh fringe (Godfrey, 1976; Godfrey 
and Godfrey, 1974, 1975; Scott, Hoover, and McGowen, 1969), although con-
tinuous, excessive washover deposition can result in the destruction of the 
marshes by .exceeding their capacity to recover and benefit from the input 
of new substrate lGodfrey, 1976). Was hover deposition on the backbarri er 
also results in the vertical accretion of sediment in addition to the 
late-ral accretion which occurs at the marsh or lagoon fringe (Nordquist, 
1972; Godfrey and Godfrey, 1973; Godfrey, 19.76'; Leatherman, 19761. 
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STUDIES OF INLETS AND lTDAL DELTAS 
Ttda, 1 tnl ets and ttda,1 de-1 tas- on· sandy shores are tnttmately tnter-
dependent tn the manner th:at sedtmentatt-on processes and products- are 
tnterrelated. Studies of the forms of sediment accumulation i'n ebb and 
flood ttdal deltas and their relation to the types and tntensi'ties of 
ttda, 1 and hydrau 1tc currents tn the tn let and ttda l de-1 ta channels ha, ve 
been ma,de by the Untvers-tty, of Massa,chusetts Coastal ~esearch Group (l969.)_, 
., 
Hayes and Ka,na (1976), and Crontn (19751. In1 et dynamtcs-have been studied 
..., 
tn det&tl by O'Bri•en (1976) and Price (.1947, 1963). The geomorphic and 
sedimentologtc aspects of tidal deltas have been stud1'ed by Lucke (1934a, 
1934b}, Fisher (1962}, Hoover (19691, Caldwell (19721, and Oertel (1972, 
19751~ The tnterrelattonship of marshes, washover, and ttdal delta sedt-
mentatton tn the evolutton and deve-1opment of the bar1r1'er beach system 
has. been studted by Pi'erce (1970}, Godfrey and Godfrey (1973, 1974, 19751, 
and Godfy,ey (1976). The evolutionary development of ttdal deltas has been 
considered by Morton and Donaldson (1973), who develop and interpret 
Lucke1s (1934a, 1934b) three stages of tidal delta development, and by 
DeAlteris (1976), who considers lagoon infilHng as a factor of inlet and 
la.goon hydraultcs. 
• ·Inlets 
Three principal modes of inlet formation on sandy shores have been 
recognized by Caldwell (19721. An tnlet can form contemporaneously in two 
ways as the barrier beach develops: 1) by submergence of pre-existing 
dune and beach ridges as a result of sea level rise, as suggested by 
Hoyt (1967), or 2} by prolongation of spi'ts across an embayment, a,s sug-
., 
gested by Gtlbert [1885}. An tnlet can also develop 3} as a, result of 
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overwashprocesses erodtng ~ channel through a barrier beach between the 
ace~~ and a lagoon~ 
The vtaoiltty and form of an tnlet are controlled by the relation-
ship between the scouri'ng capal:rtl tty of the currents fl owtng through the 
tnl et and the 11advectton 11 of sand by l tttora 1 drtft to the tnl et (Byrne, 
DeAlterts, and Bullock, 1974r. The scourtng capabtltty of the currents at 
th.e inlet and the capacity and competence of the tnlet currents to trans-
port sedfment as suspended and bedload are primarily a functton of the 
ttdal prtsm, or the total amount of water, that flows through the inlet in 
a ttdal cyc1e,, which tends- to create and mai-nta,'n the most energy-efficient 
cros-s-section of the tnlet (O'Brien, 1976}. The ti'dal currents are trans-
formed into hydraul tc currents i'n the inlet because dampi'nq l)f the ocean 
ttde r,es-u.lts fn di'fferences in ttdal leve·ls i'n the- ocean and lagoon, which 
produce a hydraulic head and slope through the inlet (O'Brien, 1976; Price, 
1947, 1963). 
• Tidal Deltas 
Accumulations of sediment develop at both the oceanward and lagoon-
ward ends of an inlet in response to the tidal flow through the i'nlet, 
the wave climate, and the supply of sediment from longshore drift, fluvial 
discharge, and from the offshore. Hayes and Kana (1976} identify three 
principal sand units associated with inlets: flood tidal deltas, ebb 
tidal deltas, and recurved spit-in1Et ftll sediments associated with in-
let migratton. The degree of development of flood and ebb tidal deltas 
arrears to be a function of the amount of sediment supplied to the inlet 
are~, and of the interaction of waves, longshore drift, tidal currents, 
and fluvtal discharge. 
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Noting.that tidal range appears to h~ve the broc;\dest effect in deter-
- . 
mt·ntng 1 arge-sca le- dtff.erences tn es,tuary or 1 a,goon sand accumul at tons· of 
all tfie proces5' vari'ab1es (tidal range-, ti'da_l currents~ wave· condttions, 
and storm act ton I, Hayes and Kana (lg?6f cons tder three coasta 1 mode 1 s: 
microttdal (ttda1 range less- than 1 mY, mesoti'dal (ttdal range 1-4 rnJ, 
and macrottdal (ttdal range greater than 4 ml. On mi'crottdal coasts the 
effects. of waves generally domtnate over those· of tfte ttde, For this rea-
son elm ttdal deltas are generally absent or poor,1.y-developed. Tidal cur-
rents: generated through- the tnl et are genera11y capaol e of transporting 
only fine sediment or relattveTy tnstgn,'ftcant amounts of sedtment, whi'ch 
~ends to be redtstri'·buted by the- waves faster th-an 1't can accumulate. 
Flood ttdal deltas on a mtcrottdal coas-t are also generally, poorly deve.-
10ped,. although they. tend to Ere· better deve1oped tfia,n their assoctated 
ebb deltas. On rnesotidal coasts both the ebb and flood tidal deltas tend 
to be well.-developed and have characteri'sttc morphologies (desert-bed and 
N 1 ustra,ted i'n Hayes and Kana (1976) and in the Untversi'ty of Massachu-
setts Coastal Research Group (1969} field guidebook). On macrotidal 
coasts the effects of the ttrle are so dominating that the sediment bodies 
tend to be oriented parallel to the flow of the tides rather than normal 
to the flow of the tides and to approaching waves as in the micro- and 
mesotidal models (Hayes and Kana, 1976). 
RHODE ISLAND COASTAL STUDIES 
·processes 
Data concerning process factors in shoreline development (winds, 
waves·, ttdes, li'ttoral dri'ft, storms, and hurrtcanes} have not been com-
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p.rehensively studted since the comptlation of such data by the u. S, 
Army: Beac:rr Eroston-' Board· 0949,I~ • -
Preva'M tng wtnds on th·e: Rhode-Is-1 and coast are from the southwest, 
west, and northwest, w-tth· storm wtnds approachi'ng from every dtrection 
except the southwest, wttf'r tfre northwest favored· for duratton and vel o-
ci-ty. l{fods. from the soutfteast are rare-, but the-tr tnfrequency is more 
than compensated for by. tfreir severity, wtth· the southeast wtnds cc1using 
a maximum damagtng effect for' eacff occurrence.· Swel 1 s- are predominantly 
from the east for low swells (CT,3 - 2,0 mJ, wtth swells from the north-
east, south:east, south, and southwest a1so ~etng common, and medium (.2,Q -
., 
4,0 mJ and htgh. (greater than 4,0 ml swells• fietng predominantly from the 
east (U. s. Army Beach Erosfon Board, Jg4gJ, 
Llttoral drift is generally west to east along the !'.Jreatest part 
of the south shore from Watch Hi11 to the Charlestown Breachway and from 
Ma,tunuct< Potnt to the Potnt Judtth· Breachway (McMaster~ 1960; U. s. Army 
Beach Eroston Board, 1949). The Beach Erosfon Board Believes the direction 
of drtft between Napatree and Watch Hill Points to be east to west, based 
on the accretion of sediment on the eastern side of a jetty at the eastern 
end of Napatree Beach. McMaster believes there to be a nodal point at the 
Charlestown Breachway according to heavy mineral analysis, wi'th the drift 
being east to. west between the Breachway and the area to the west of 
Matunuck Point. The existence of a nodal point i'n the region to the west 
of Matunuck Point was corroborated by Beale's (1975) study of the currents, 
waves, and sediment dtspersal in that area. Before the construction in the 
area·oetween Matunuck Pofot and Point Judith, the drift dtrection was east 
t0 west, whi'ch reversed to west to east followtng the constructi·on (Md1ns•-
ter, 1960; u. s. Army Beach Erosion Board, 194gJ. 
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The. Rh_ode Isl and coast is a micro- to mesoti da l coast, according 
to trte· ttdal ranges taken from tne: N·.o~~~A~ Tide Tables~ The mean tidal 
ranges- above me-an 1 ow· water vary from o. 75· m at Watch Hi'll to 1. 07 m ~t 
' 
Narragansett, with the extreme spri'ng ttda1 ranges frei'ng 0.94 rn at Watch 
' 
Htll and 1. 34 m at Narragansett 1 
Tne-· u. s-.• Armys Beach Eros ton Board (1g49} estimates that tropica 1 
storms pass· wtthi'n an effect1\ve- radtus of Rhode Isl and on the a\'er_age of 
one every three ye-ars, a1th'ough: tne·majortty have dissipated much of their 
strength. Hurri'canes that have affected the-study perfod focTude severe 
hurricanes in 1938, 1944, and 19.54, and les.s severe hurri'canes tn 19.55, 
1960-, 19·53, and 19-68. 
Sea level rtse trends recorded at Newport, Rhode Island, stnce 
1931 ir.dtcate- that the rate over the period of 1931 to 1972 has been a 
ri-se of 3. 04 mm per year (Hi'cks and Crosby, 1974 ):. 
• coastal Geomotphology 
The headlands along the south shore are comprised mostly of glacial 
ti-11, tn the form of low hi'lls· of ground morai'ne (McMaster, 1960), with 
granitic bedrock occurring at Weekapaug and Quonochontaug Points. Gravel 
and sand till overlies stratified sand and silt at Matunuck Point (McMaster, 
1960), and cobble and boulder beaches and low tide terraces left from for-
mer erosion occur at Matunuck Point, Green Htll -Point, Quonochontaug Point, 
Weekapaug Point, Napatree Point, and Point Judith (U. s. Army Beach Erosion 
Board, 1949}. /l.t Matunuck Potnt the "broad bouldery pavement at and a bit 
be-low-htgh tiden i's purported to "mark former low, htlls of the ablation 
moraine complex that have been planed off by recent wave erosion" (Kaye, 
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The five major l~goons qlong the south. shore, Winnapaug (formerly 
Babcock-~s, and Pawa\~getl)
1 
Quonocftonta_ug~· Ni'ntgret Cal so called .Cft9\r1le.stownl, 
Green Ht-11, and Potnt ,Judttft:Ponds, are- all riather shallow and overlte the 
tt-11 and outwasli depos,tts south· of tf're- recesstona1 Charlestown Moratne, a 
conti'nuatfon of the- H:arf:Yor Hlll Moratne of Lang Isl and, New York. Sedtrnent 
t-n Ntntgret and Green Htl l Ponds tncl udes-marine and estuary depostts of 
b·each and ttdal de1ta sands, estuary depostts of ftne l_agoonal, organic-
ri'ch s-a,nd-st-1 t-cl ay, and gl acfa lly-dertved sedtrnents- produced by reworking 
and removal of ftnes from the- glacta1 outwas-h and till composed of coarse 
sand, gravel, and cobbles (Conover, 1961; Dt11on, 1970.Y. 
TheC four tnl ets-, Weel<apaug, Quonoch.ontaug ~ CPraril es town, and Point 
Judtth, have all □-een stabtlt·zed wttfr jetti'e·s and dredged, and are referred 
to as breachways, to di'stfogutsh then from unstabtli'zed inlets. The jetties 
at Wee.kapaug and Quonochontaug In1ets were constructed tn the perfod be-
tween 1951 and 1g63, wtth: the east jetty at Weekapaug rnret be1'ng present 
prtor to 1939. The Charles-town jetttes were ortgina lly constructed in 
19.0.4 and were lengthened from 60 to 100 feet tn 1951-1952. Dredging of 
. 
the Charlestown Breachway and i'n the narrows between Ninigret and Green 
Htll Ponds was carrted out i'n 1956-1957, and in 1962 the channel from the 
Charlestown Breachway to the east end of Ninigret Pond near the 11narrows 11 
was dredged parallel to the barrier through the marsh and islands. The 
breakwaters and jetties at the Point Judith Breachway were constructed in 
1886-1909 (U. S~ Anny Beach Erosion Board, 1949; u. S. Army Corps of 
Engfoeers, 1965a; Conover, 1961; Short, Ni-xon, and Oviatt, 1974}. A fifth, 
presently unstabtltzed inlet between Napatree Point a.nd Sandy Point formed 
durtng the September, .1938' hurrtcane a,nd has wtdened and shoaled consider-
ably- a·s Sandy Point fras conti'nued to migrate northward at a rate of about 
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9. m/ye..a,r (Nichols and Marston, J93Q_l_. 
Dune-hetghts: a, 1 ong th·e-soutlt s-h·ore have f5een survey€d by 01 sen_ and 
Grant (19731, wfro have-also descrtEred the vegetattona1 cover of the- south 
shor,e barrier beaches, wfttdt consi-sts predom1'nantly of Amertcan beachgrass 
• (Amriloorri'la ·brevtltgulataJ,. wtth otfter dtspersed pe-rennta1 plants on the 
dunes, most notao1y s-eas-tde-go 1 den rod· (So li'dago • sempervi'rens J, beach pea 
... . . 
• (Lathyrus marttfrnusJ, and dusty, mi'lle-r· (Artemtsta stelleri'anaY. In rela,-
ttvely-. we-11-stabN i'ze-d area thi'cRets- of wi-1 d rose· (Rosa· rugosa Y are com-
mon, and tn protected· p 1 aces growths of· snrufls, and srna 11 trees may be 
very dense~ Tne most cmmnon· plant tn th---e-salt marishes-on the backbarirter 
is- the- ta,11 cord gra~s· (Sparttna·a1terntfloraJ in tfie tnterti'dal zone. 
Above the·spartina·a1terni'-flora grow meadows of salt grass·(sparttna patensl. 
Above-the-· Sparttna and reach of the norm(\ 1 ttdes grows a band of b 1 ack 
rush (Juncus • gerardtI and sptke grass (Dtstichl i's· sptcata 1. Beyond thi_s 
grow salt-tolerant shrubs and then whatever terrestri'a1 species are 
adapted to the soi'l of the surrounding land. In many places where natural 
ground cover has been disturbed by fill or dredging, the normal succession 
of plants in the marsh has been interrupted b_y an invasion of plume grass 
(Phragrnites corillilunis), which flourishes in salt or fresh water and on dry, 
gravelly- wastelands. After Spartina one of the most common plants in the 
salt ponds is eelgrass·(zostera marina), which forms dense meadows in the 
shallow protected waters (Olsen and Grant, 1973; Sterling, 1967). 
Washovers along the Rhode Island south shore have been noted by 
Nichols and Marston l1939), Kaye (1960J, and Di'llon (.1970). Severe erosion 
of the foredunes on many sections of the south shore duri'ng the 1938 hur-
ricane allowed overwash to erode channels across the barrier and deposit 
"great scallops of sand, which extended out over tfre marsh as much as 
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75-0 feet from the eroded foredune" in the lagoons or on th.e ba,ckba.rrier . ' 
mtchol s- and Mars-ton~--193gL·· Ka.ye-0.9-601 notes- that "t\tgft storm waves 
may breach, or· top~. dunes-and carry 1arge- q·uanttttes of· b'eacfl and dune 
sand shoreward. Thts- sand con1e-s • to rest tn a salt pond be-hi'nd the barrier 
b."each_ or on the-" landstde- of the foredunes., where· tt forms a sand apron. 
Thts, apron, whtch ts stmply a flat or, very gently s-loptng expanse of 
sand, grows landward wtth each~ major storm." Dtllon (19701 belteves that 
mos,t of the backbarrter sand on the Charl estown--Green Htl l barrter beaches 
has oeen dumped over thebarrter from the ocean s-l'de durtng storms, form-
i'ng lobate fans behtnd 11olowouts 1 11 An t'ncrease in the sand st-ze behind 
the b-arri'er, after a hurricane was. ctted by' Dtl 1 on as documenting the over-
wash fopt,t. 
Dt1lon's (1970}_ studtes of the ttdal de1ta at the Charlestown Breach-
way i'ndi-cates thut the pond ts a "dead end"· fay, entertng sedtment because 
the• inlet current vel octti'es- are- very hi·gh compared with currents in the 
pond, Sedtmentatton rates on the ttdal delta are apparently rather low, 
since the thickness of lagoonal martne sediment mea,sured by Di'llon in the 
pond ts only about 1.0 - 1.5 m. The tidal delta is composed of finer sand 
than the beaches on the ocean side- of the ba rri'er (the de 1 ta has a median 
di"ameter of about 0.15 mm, whereas the beach has a median diameter of 
0.2 - 0.3 mm) and shows no apparent conststent changes in size or sorting 
away from the inlet (Dillon, 1970)_. 
A photog_rammetri'c survey of coasta 1 eroston trends along the south 
shore of Rhode Isl and over the- peri•od 1939-1972 was conducted by Regan 
(19761, with 113 transects spaced about 250-500 m apart along the 40. km 
of the south shore~ Regan• s- results·- -tndicate that most of the south shore 
beaches are erosional over the long term, although some secttons of the 
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oeacheshave experienced accretion, particularly in th_e post-1?38 hurri-
cane recover,Y--pertod between·193g:__~nd 19.~1~ Dtllon. (19701, from nts 
str,attgraphic study of tne- Charlestown· and Green Htl l Esarrter and 1 agoon 
sediment, also beHeves• th:at general long-term erostonal trends are the 
s,ttuatton along the Rftode Isl and south-· shore, causing the barri'er 
b'eacftes to be submerged· bY, the rtstng sea level. 
PROCEDURE 
INTRODUCTION 
Five sets of aerial photographs were available for use in this 
study: 1939 (RISWHPS CONT 3903, taken in May, with a nominal scale of 
1:14,000, obtained from the National Archives), 1951-1952 and 1963 (DPK 
series, taken in October and November of 1951, May of 1952, and September 
and October of 1963, with nominal scales of 1:20,000, obtained from the 
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service), 1972 (073-72 series, 
taken in April, wtth a nominal scale of 1:12,000, obtained from Aerial 
Data Reduction Associates in Peace Dale, Rhode Island), and 1975 (058-75 
series, taken in April, with a nominal scale of 1:12,000, also obtained 
from Aerial Data Reduction Associates). The 1939 and 1975 photographs were 
primarily used in this study for making the measurements of the backbarrier 
changes, and all five sets of photographs were used for identification of 
geomorphic and sedimentologic features and for documenting the qualitative 
changes along the coast. 
In this study the changes in positions of the backbarrier and beach 
shorelines have been determined by comparing the shoreline positions on 
the earliest (1939) and latest (1975) sets of aerial photographs available 
of the Rhode Island south shore. By transferring the 1939 shorelines to 
overlays of the 1975 photographs with the use of the Zoom Transfer Scope, 
direct measurements of the observable changes were made and then converted 
to actual ground distances and areas with the scales detemined for each 
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photogNph~ Changes in the widths of tile h2'.rrier be~ches were also c::alcu-
- . . 
lated·from'wtdths."measured on th.e . .1"~39.. and 1915 photographs. From these 
cal cul at tons-, the. proporttonate amounts of sedtment betng deposited in 
the- ttdal deltas and washover fans· and betng eroded from the beaches can 
be detenntned~ in order to estimate the relative tmportance of overwash 
and ttdal delta sedtmentatton on tfte ltttoral sedtrnent budget and on the. 
e.vol utton • of the barrter o·eacfr system of the south shore of Rhode Isla,nd~ 
BACKBARR1ER CHANGE DETERMir{ATION: - PHOTOINTERPRETATION AND 
MAPPI'NG OP THE BACKBARRIER UNITS 
Ba,ckbarriier features- were examtned on the 19J9: and 1975 photographs 
ustng stereographtc pai-rs and mirror and pocket stereoscopes~ Features . 
were di·sttngui-shed as suprattdal, intertidal, or subtidal from this exam-
tnatfon by determtnatton of the ti de- levels tn the· ponds from approximated 
times of each photograph exposure, known dates of the photographs, tidc\l 
data from the N~O~A.A. Ttde Tables, and the tidal ranges tn the larger 
ponds. The beach high wa:ter 1 tne, tfie back.barrier shore-1 foe, and the out-
1 tne of the subtidal and intertidal shoals in the lagoons from each indivi-
dual 1939 and 1975 photograph were then traced on dimensionally stable 
ntne-i-nch by nine-inch sheets of graphed acetate (one-tenth inch by one-
tenth inch ruled to the square inch). Very little of the shoals could be 
classtfied as intertidal because of the low tidal ranges in all of the 
ponds except for Point Judtth Pond, so all i'ntertidal shoals were cate-
gorized with the subtidal shoals. 
Because the scales of the 1939. and 19.75 photographs are different 
and variable, the overlays from the different years- could not simply be 
supedmposedover each other~ The 1939 photographs wi'th their overlays 
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were opttc~lly-enla,rged throt1gh. th~ Zoom Transfer Scope, Viewtng the 19-39 
1'"~ 197!Ji pfrotograpJts • and tftei'r overlays·- s-tmul taneous-ly-~ the: □each. a,nd 
b"acktr~rrter snoreli'nes from· tfte- 193g. overlays were transferred graphically 
to the-' 1975 overlays, Th·e-1975" overlays, then showed outh the 1939 and 1975 
beach and tracf<b"arrter shorel foes. and th-e outl tnes of the 1975 subtidal 
' 
shoals. Th·e-19.39·_ suottda1 shoal onundartes-wer,e n0t trans-ferred to th.e 
1975 overlays because an attempt to trans-fer the outl tnes· of the shoals 
resulted tn too mucfr confuston on the 1975 overlays oecause the shoals 
often sh.tfted positrons and tf'rey, do not have ccmti'nuous extents tn a 11 
si'tuattons. 
from examtnatton of all sets of photographs, the subttdal and supra-
ti'dal deposits on the backoarrter and-i'n the lagoons were differentiated 
as eith.er washover or ttdal delta deposi"ts. This was done by fdenttfy-tng 
geomorphic features, such as, overwash channels or former tnl ets, and by 
nottng the qua 1 itqtfve changes that had occurred oetwee.n the success,~ve 
sets of photographs. 
QUANTITATIVE DETERMINATION OF AREAS 
Scale 
Because small amounts of changes were to be measured on the photo-
graphs, t~e scales of the photographs had to be determined as accurately 
as possible. Be.cause the scales vary between photographs as well as within 
photographs and because the nominal scales of the photographs are not 
exact enough for such a detatled photogrammetri-c study, the scale of each 
tndi'vtdual photograph had to be-detenntned~ Tfre most accurate method of 
scale detemi'natton ts to measure the ground truth of dtstances- between 
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objects that are stable, easily identifiable points on all sets of photo-
graphs used. Field survey data between ground control points were taken 
from Regan's (1976) field notes, and an Altender microrule was used to 
measure the same distances on the photographs as were measured i~ the 
field. The relationship for determining the scale of each photograph from 
this data as a representative fraction (RF) is as follows: 
distance between two points on photograph 
RF= distance between same two points on ground 
(in the same units 
of measurement) 
These scales values for each photograph were then used to convert the 
measured distances and areas on the photographs into actual ground dis-
tances and areas. 
Transects 
Transects were established to delineate areas along the coastline 
for which areal measurements of changes could be made. 113 transect sta-
tions established by Regan (1976) for his beach erosion study were used 
in this study for two reasons. By using Regan's transects, data from this 
study could be correlated with the data from his study. Smaller divisions 
of the backbarrier and lagoon deposits also allows for a greater possi~ 
bility of determining any patterns of sedimentation on the backbarrier·, 
which might not be apparent with larger, less frequent units of measure-
ment. 
Measurement of Areas on the Backbarrier 
Principal devices used for area measurement include: a) polar plani-
meters (or areameters), b) transects, and c) dot grids (Avery, 1977). The 
preferred method of mea~uring areas on contact prints is the use of dot 
grids, which are transparent overlays with dots systematically arranged 
.. 
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in a grid pattern. A variation of this point-count method is the use of 
ruled squares or grids instead of dots for tallying each area classifica-
tion. The re.commended dot or square grid density (i.e., the number of 
dots or squares per square inch) depends on the photograph scale, size 
of the area to be measured, and the desired precision. For tracts less 
than one square mile in size, it is desirable to use a dot density that 
will result in a conversion factor of¼ acre to 1 acre per dot or square 
(Avery, 1969, 1977). The grid density used for this study was 100 squares 
per square inch, which results in a conversion factor of 0.23 acres per 
square for a scale of 1:12,000 and a conversion factor of 0.31 acres per 
square for a seal~ of 1:14,000, which are well within the recommended 
limits of Avery .
. . • Fro~ the. 1939,and 1975.overlays the following distinct areas were 
measured: 
On the 1970 overlays: 




dunes, and washover and tidal delta supratidal deposits up to 
the edges of the lagoons and ponds); 
B, the area of the subtidal washover shoals; 
C, the area of the subtidal tidal delta shoals; 
D, the area converted from subtidal washover and tidal delta 
shoals in 1939 to supratidal washover or tidal delta deposits 
in 1975 (schematically shown in figure 2); 
e) E, the area of beach eroded (or accreted) between 1939 and 
1975 (schematically shown in figure 2). 
On the 1939 overlays: 
a) F, the area of supratidal barrier beach; 
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On the .. 1975 overl avs: • 
" 
aJ A, the:area of supratidal barrier Uncludes the beach, dunes, 
and washover and tidal delta suprati'dal deposits up to the 
edges of the lagoons and ponds); 
b) B, the area of the subttdal washover shoals; 
c) C, the area of the subttdal tidal delta shoals; 
d) D, the area converted from subtidal washover and tidal delta 
shoals in 1939 to supratidal washover or tidal delta deposHs 
tn 1975 (schematically shown in figure 2); 
e) E, the area of beach eroded (or accreted) between 1939 and 
1975 (schematically shown in figure 2). 
On the 1939 overlays: 
a) F, the area of supratidal barrier; 
bl G, the area of the subtidal washover shoals; 
cl H, the area of the subttdal tidal delta shoals. 
The areas (as number of squares) measured on the 1939 and 1975 over-
lays were then converted to actual ground area (in square meters) by using 
the individual photograph scales, according to the following relationships: 
a) number of squares (1/100 in2) to m2 conversion: 
1 square= 1/10 in X 1/10 in= 1/100 in2 
• 2 2 2 
1/100 in = 0.06452 cm = 0.000006452 m 
b) scale conversion: 
RF2 = photo area (no~ of squares) 
2 
2 X 0.000006452 m /square 
same ground area (m) 
2 or . ground area Cm 1 ~·photo area (Mo; of ~q~ares) (0~000006452 m2) 
RF2 square 
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b) G, the area of the subtidal washcver shoals; 
c) H, the area of the subtidal tidal delta shoals. 
The areas (as numbers of squares) measured on the 1939 and 1975 over-
lays were then converted to actual ground areas (in square meters) by using 
the individual photograph scales, according to the following relationships: 
a} number of squares (1/100 in2) to m2 conversion: 
1 square= 1/10 in X 1/10 in= 1/100 in2 
1/100 tn2 = 0.06452 cm2 = 0.000006452 m2 
b) scale conversion: 
2 RF
2 = photo·area (no~ of squares) 
same ground area (m2) 
X O.000006452 m /square 
or ground area (m2) = photo area (no~ of sguares)(0.000006452 m2) 
RF2 square 
Calculated Changes of Area on the Backbarrier 
In order to determine the relative significance of washover and 
tidal delta accretion to the measured areas of beach erosion (or accre-
tion), several values to be used in the sediment budget were calculated 
from the direct measurements of areas on the 1939 and 1975 overlays. The 
values that are an indication of the rates of sedimentation on the back-
barrier and in the lagoon include those showing changes in areas of the 
subtidal shoals, as well as areas changed from subtidal shoals in 1939 to 
supratidal deposits in 1975 (which could be measured directly on the 1975 
overlays). If the 1939 and 1975 subtidal shoals could be superimposed on 
the same overlays, it cou.l d be readily observed whether the subti da 1 
shoals had increased in their lateral extent into the lagoons between 1939 
and 1975; the areas of the subtidal shoals need not be increased for this 
-
28 
to happen, because the entire barrier beach system could migrate landward 
a greater distance than the subtidal shoals could compensate for by lat-
eral growth. However, because the 1939 and 1975 subtidal shoals could not 
be superimposed without a great deal of confusion,~ method was devised to 
determine only the area of new subtidal shoals in the lagoon. By comparing 
the 1939 area of subtidal shoals (either washover, G, or tidal delta, H) 
and the 1975 area of sybtidal shoals (washover, B, or tidal delta, C) and 
compensating for the change in the position of the backbarrier shoreline 
between 1939 and 1975 by adding in the amount of area converted from 1939 
subtidal shoals to 1975 supratidal deposits (D), the area of the new sub-
tidal deposits were calculated. This change in the areal extent of the 
subtidal deposits into the lagoons reflects the effects of washover and 
ttda_l delta sedimentation in causing the lagoon to infill with sediment 
as the barrier beach system mi grates. landward. 
With all measured areas converted to actual ground areas, compari-
sons between the 1939 and 1975 measurements could then be made. The fol-
lowing amounts of areal change in addition to the prevtously detennined 
changes along the backbarrier shoreline (area converted from subtidal in 
1939 to supratidal in 1975, D) and along the ocean shoreline (area of 
eroded or accreted beach, E) can be calculated: 
a) I, the change in area of subtidal washover deposits between 
1939 and 1975 (B - G); 
b) J, the change in area 6f subtidal tidal delta deposits be-
tween 1939 and 1975 (C - H); 
c) K, the change in areal extent of subtidal washover deposits 
into the lagoons between 1939 and 1975 (B + D - G) (schema-
tically shown in figure 2); 
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d) L, the change tn areal extent of subttdal ttdal delta deposits 
into the lagoons between 1939 and 1975 (C + D - H) (schemati-
cally shown in figure 2). 
Rates of change were then detennined from the calculated total areas 
of change for the entire study period by dividing by the number of years 
in the study period (36 years). The results of these calculations are 
listed in tables A. B, c, and o in Appendix I, and are illustrated in 
figures 3 through 12. 
Change in-the Width of the Barrier Beaches 
i 
Linear measurements of barrier beach widths on the 1939 and 1975 
photographs were made along the transects to detennine the changes in 
barrier beach width over the study period. Barrier beach width and change 
tn barrier beach width reflect areas where overwash has occurred signifi-
cantly in the past, as well as indicating where the combined effects of 
beach erosion (or accretion) and backbarrier accretion (or lack of accre-
tion) tend to maintain an equilibrium barrier beach width (which may be 
correlative to that indicated by Leathennan, 1976). The results of this 
comparison are listed in Table 1. Positive values of change in barrier 
beach wtdth indicate an increase in width, negative values a decrease in 
width. 
• ·seach Profile Survey 
Over the period of the week of October 4-11, 1976, a beach profile 
survey was conducted from which beach wi•dths from mean low water to the 
dune crests and dune heights above mean low water have been determined. 
This survey was made following a period of beach erosion after Hurricane 
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TABLE 1 
WIDTHS OF BARRIER BEACHES (IN METERS) 
change change 
1939 1975 in 1939 1975 in 
transects width width width transects width width width 
5 108 105 - 3 69 406 333 -23 
6 86 120 +34 70 348 299 -48 
7 103 109 + 7 76 406 358 -48 
8 79 98 +20 77 376 334 -42 
9 121 91 -30 78 200 193 • ;.. 7 
10 59 71 +12 79 437 421 -16 
21 89 111 +21 84 76 117 +41 
22 68 97 +29 85 97 103 + 6 
23 56 59 + 3 86 94 111 +17 
27 152 218 +67 87 112 139 +27 
28 283 279 - 4 88 141 145· + 4 
29 437 428 - 9 93 169 160 - 9 
30 323 260 -63 95 83 88 + 5 
31 126 197 +71 97 92 66 -26 
32 358 354 - 4 
33 374 361 -13 MEAN + 4 
34 --431 -- 430 - 1 
35 411 421 +10 
36 301 268 -32 
37 572 547 -25 
45 140 180 +40 
46 141 222 +81 
47 128 216 +88 
48 274 253 -21 
60 131 92 -39 
62 206 191 -15 
63 189 178 -11 
64 213 257 +44 
65 192 213 +21 
66 243 236 - 7 
67 202 205 + 3 
68 247 231 -15 
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Profiles conducted during the pre- and post-hurricane months indicate 
that the beaches did not recover to the accretion levels prior to the 
hurricane (McMaster, personal communication). Comparison of the October, 
1976, profiles with other pre-hurricane profiles indicated, however, that 
the heights of the dunes varied only slightly over the periods preceding 
and following Hurricane Belle (Gautie, personal communication). The dune 
heights measured during this survey do not necessarily represent either 
maximum or mean dune heights along a particular stretch of barrier beach, 
since the transects along which the beach profiles were made were randomly 
located with reference to dune heights, and are used only to summarize 
recent representative dune heights along the south shore beaches. 
A field survey of dune heights along the south shore made by Olsen 
and Grant (1973), completed in October, 1972, however, did attempt to 
measure representative average and extreme dune heights above mean sea 
level~ To compare the results of the two surveys and compensate for the 
differences in mean low water and mean sea level datums, Olsen and Grant's 
(1973) were adjusted to the mean low water datum by subtracting from their 
values half of the average tidal range along the south (averaged from tidal 
range data for Watch Hill and Point Judith to be 0.44 m). 
Beach width and dune height vtlues are significant because they in-
dicate those areas along the coast where overwash or inlet formation could 
occur or has occurred in the past. Dune height and beach width values are 
listed in table 2· and are illustrated in figures 13 and 14, respectively. 
Volume Calculations 
A significant disadvantage of photogrammetric surveys of coastal 
changes is that the changes in the elevations of the beach and backbarrier 
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TABLE 2 
BEACH WIDTHS AND DUNE HEIGHTS .. 
~>. 
Olsen & Olsen & 
Oct., 1976 survey Grant (1973) Oct., 1976 survey Grant (1973) 
beach dune ht. dune ht. beach dune ht. dune ht. 
width above corrected wi·dth above corrected 
to MLW MLW to MLW to MLW MLW to MLW 
Trans (M) (M} (M). Trans (M). (M). (M) 
1 50.9 2.81 49 64.7 7. 52,, 
3 33.0 .4.44 50 73.0 5. 71"'' 7.01 
4 39.2 3.67 51 35.4 3.21 
5 44.9 3.57 2.75 53 36.0 3.33 
6 50.2 3.34 54 18.3 1. 72 
7 49.1 3.,95 2.75 55 40.3 3.14 
8 48.6 3.95 56 20.8 1.83 .. 
9 42.4 4.,76" ... 57 36 .. 9 3.37 
10 39.4 3.48 3.51 58 28.0. 2.03 
12 17.0 1.82 59 49.9 3.60 3.51 
17 44.0 4.18 60 35.9 4.77' 3.20 
18 49.0 4.48 61 41.6 3.99 
19 44.0 3.40/" 62 50.4 3.89 • 3.20 
20 57.6 4.68 63 48.2 4.65/ 3.20 
21 63 .. 0 4.18 64. 48.1 4.08 3.51 
22 53.6 2.57 2.90 65 52.9 4.59 
23 44.4 3.07 66 48.4 4.31 4.57 
24 51.4 4.01 67 50.8 4.22 
25 46.0 3.85 68 44.6 4.06 
27 55.1 4.58 69 44.6 4.88/ 4.12 
28 45.4 4.741 3.66 70 56.6 4.57 
29 46.7 4.36 71 70.4 5. 24./ 3.97 
30 40.4 3.50 72 79.8 4.56 
31 42.4 3.92 73 33.7 4.22 
32 42.4 3.94/ 4.42 74 39.2 5.24/ 
34 43.6 4.76 75 42.4 4.51/. 3.05 
35 36.0 3.42 76 48.6 5 64/ . / 
36 33.8 2.71 .., 77 41.2 4.85 3.36, 5.03 
37 42.0 2.27 78 42.2 4.35 3.20 
38 86.0 6.22 9.60 79 51.3 3.46 
41 44.0 3.68 80 53.0 4.55 3.81. 2.75 
42 18.8 2.43 81 40.0 3.93 
44 35.7 4.28? 4.42 82 32.4 4.06 
45 28.8 4.6-,,,._. 83 30.6 3.15 
46 54.8 4.83,,..-- 84 2.14 
47 55.0 5.29 _,/ 85 ... ..., 2,29 
48 60.2 5.62 6.10 86 38.4 4.43 3.05 
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TABLE 2
~ 01 sen & 
' 
Oct., 1976 survey Grant (1973) 
1 ,, beach dune ht. dune h.t. 
width above corrected 
to MLW MLW to MLW 
Trans (Ml (M) (M) 
87 2.90 
88 36.4 4.40 3.97 
90 46.3 5.81 
/ 
91 40.0 3.46 . 1.68 
92 52,6 4.61/ 
93 36.0 2q98 
94 24,4 3,08 
95 13.2 2.20 
96 14.6 1.67 
97 35.0 2.41 
99 63.0 3.22 
100 80.0 3.49 
101 62.2 3.33 
102 68.0 5. 07 :'.,, 4.70 
103 48.2 4,70 
104 47.0 4.37 6,86 
105 48.7 3.84 
106 61.6 2.33 
107 30.0 2.88 
108 33.4 2.73 5.03 
109 45.0 2.91 
110 36.0 3.44 
111 16.4 2.48 
112 28.2 3.25 
113 29.2 2.91 
MEAN 44.2 3.87 
Olsens and Grant's (1973) dune height values (above mean sea level) were 
corrected to mean low water datum by adding half the value of the average, 






































































































































































































































































































































































































































features from which the volumetric changes could be calculated cannot be 
measured photogram'lletrically. In order to determine the volumes of change, 
additional information must be incorporated into the survey in order to 
derive volumes from areas of change. Volumetric changes_ can be calculated 
if the changes in the elevations of the beach and backbarrier features 
can be measured over the study period, or if annual vertical sedimentation 
rates are known or can be derived. 
Determination of the volumes of backbarrier shoreline changes from 
the areas of change would be relatively straightforward using annual rates 
of sedimentation. The total or annual rates of change on the backbarrier 
shoreline (measured as areas) would be multiplied by the value of the verti-
cal rate of sedimentation to derive the total or annual volumetric changes. 
Determination of the volumes of eroded (or accreted) beach from areas 
of eroded (or accreted) beach measured at the high water line is more com-
plicated because of the equilibrium of the beach and nearshore profile and 
the dynamic processes responsible for that equilibrium. According to the 
Bruun theory of beach erosion, 11if the beach and nearshore profile is at 
equilibrium, as sea level rises, foreshore erosion will take place in order 
to provide sediments to the nearshore so that the nearshore profile can be 
elevated in direct proportion to the rising sea level" (DuBois, 1975). The 
lateral extent of the zone of deposition and the depth to which deposition 
must occur in order to maintain the profile of equilibrium are debatable: 
it may be only one meter or so wide, extending to the surf zone, or it 
may extend about one kilometer to mean wave base (Fisher and Regan, 1977). 
An empirical relationship determined by the u. S. Army, Coastal En-
2 gineering Research Center (1973) estimates that an areal change of 0.09 m 
3 
along the shoreline i~ equivalent to a volumetric change of 0.76 m of 
47 
sediment. In his determination of the sediment budget for the section of 
coast between Hatteras Inlet and Cape Lookout, North Carolina, Pierce 
(1969) used this estimate to derive the volume of eroded beach from areas 
of change measured from smooth sheets of the u. s. Coast and Geodetic Sur-
vey bottom surveys. For lack of a better estimate of vertical changes on 
a beach that correlates to areal change, this empirical relationship is 
adopted for use in this study. 
Annua1 Rates of Washover Sedimentation: Annual rates of washover accre-
tion can be determined from data given in Godfrey's (J.976, fig. 15; also 
Godfrey and Godfrey's, 1973, fig. 6) cross-section through a. washover fan 
on Core Banks, Cape Lookout National Seashore, North Carolina. The amount 
of vertical accretion on the backbarrier due to washover deposition can 
be measured between three sets of datums: between October, 1971, and 
the 19401s (a period of about thirty years) 1.25 m of washover sediment 
accumulated; betv!een 9_ctober, 1971, and 1958 (thirteen years) 0.4 m of 
washover sediment accumulated; and between the 1940's and the 19601s 
(about twenty years) 0.65-0.70 m of washover sediment accumulated. The 
annual rates of vertical accretion derived from these data are, respective-
ly, 0.04 m/yr, 0.03 m/yr, and 0.03-0.04 m/yr. 
Annual rates of washover accretion can also be determined from ob-
servations made in February, 1977, along the south shore of Rhode Island 
at the Maschaug Pond barrier beach (see figure 15). From aerial photo-
graphs a region where significant supratidal washover accretion had oc-
curred along the pond margin between 1963 and 1975 was identified. In the 
field two trenches wer-e dug in the washover fan, one at a location within 
the supratidal region accreted since 1963 and the other at a location 
within the pre-1963 supratidal portion of the barrier beach. The depths 
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of both trenches were restricted by the level of water in the trenches. 
In the trench closest to the pond (#1), water ponded at a depth of 65 cm 
below the surface of the fan, and in the trench nearer the dunes (#2), 
water ponded at a depth of 100 cm below the fan surface. From a survey of 
the surface of the washover fan, i't is known that the depths of water in 
the two trenches occurs approximately at the elevation of the present pond 
level (figure 15B). 
Abover the water levels in the two trenches, discrete sedimentation 
units of about 10 cm thickness could be identified. These units consist 
g·f coarse (boulder-cobble-pebble size) or heavy mineral-rich layers of 
generally poor sorting, grading upward in texture and sorting to finer, 
generally well-sorted, light mineral-rich layers of sand. In trench #2, 
layers of American beach gr2,ss • (Amrilophila breviligulata) fo a horizontal 
position were identified at depths of 45 and 55 cm (figure 15C). 
A minimum value of the vertical amounts of washover accretion at the 
Maschaug Pond barrier beach can be determined by noting that the 1963 sur-
face of the subtidal w&shover deposits was lower than the present pond 
level (which has remained essentially constant over the study period, as 
determined by comparing the position of the northern shoreline of the pond 
on the 1939, 1963, and 1975 photographs, using the Zoom Transfer Scope). It 
is possible that the 1963 subtidal washover surface could have been at any 
level from just below the present pond level to the present depth of the 
pond adjacent to the washover fan (a depth of about two meters). The mini-
mum rate of vertical washover sedimentation can then be calculated by divi-
ding the vertical amount of sediment that has accumulated above the present 
pond level since 1963 (65 cm) by the number of years that elapsed between 





annual rate of vertical washover accretion thus detennined would be 0.05 m/yr. 
The actual rate of accretion is probably even greater at this location, be-
cause the actual amount of sediment extending down to the subtidal level 
of the 1963 washover fan surface ts undoubtedly greater than the depth to 
the present pond level, and because the 65 cm of vertical accretion ob-
served in trench #1 could have actually occurred over a time period of 
less than the thirteen years which elapsed between 1963 and 1975. 
Although this value is a minimum rate of washover sediment accretion 
at the Maschaug Pond barrier beach, it probably represents a very high 
rate of washover accretion along the majority of the Rhode Island south 
shore barrier beaches. The washover fan at Maschaug Pond was chosen for 
field observation because the supratidal portion of the fan had accreted 
significantly in the past thirteen or so years, more so than other wash-
over fans along the south shore backbarrier. 
This rate of washover accretion on the Rhode Island backbarrier com-
pares relatively well with the rates of washover accretion determined from 
Godfrey's (1976) cross-section of the Core Banks washover fan. This sedi-
mentation rate for the Rhode Island washover fans was used in this study 
to derive the volumes of accreted washover fans from areas of changes. 
No similar calculations of annual rates of vertical ·tidal delta ac-
cretion exist (Boothroyd, personal communication) for which volumes of 
tidal delta changes can be derived from areas of tidal delta changes mea-
sured in this study. For lack of a better indication of tidal delta sedi-
mentation rates, the washover accretion rate was also applied to the de-
tennination of volumetric tidal delta changes in this study. 
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ACCURACY OF PHOTOGRAMMETRIC EASUREMENTS 
In order to determine the amounts of error or variability resulting 
from the measurement process, scale determination and scale variation, 
microrule precision, cartographic variability, and operator variability, a 
ground truth survey of linear distances and areas was made~ Linear dis-
tances were measured in the field at several localities at the same eleva-
tion, These linear ground measurements were used to calculate the ground 
areas of rectangular playing fields and buildings, to be used as ground 
truth values for both linear distances and areas that were then measured 
on a 1972 photograph (073-72 series, with a nominal scale of 1:12,000). 
The quantitative amounts of error or variance resulting from the 
linear and areal measurements of the objects of known areas (determined 
from the field measurements) average 2.1% and range from 0.3 to 4.8%. Fur-
ther details of the technique used in determining these results, the tabu-
lated data, and the details of the factors affecting this variance in the 
determination of ground areas on photographs, are presented tn Appendix II. 
BEACH SHORELINE CHANGES 
Areal changes on the beach at the high water line were measured be-
tween successive transects after using the Zoom Transfer Scope to transfer 
the 1939 beach high water line onto overlays of the 1975 photographs. Quant-
itative areal changes (erosion or accretion) along the beachface were com-
puted by converting measured photograph areas to actual ground areas by 
using the exact scale determined for each photograph. 
From this analysis, it can be seen that the majority of the transects 
along the south shore indicate that the beaches are erosional (the mean an-
nual rate of shoreline change for the whole south shore is -0.46 m/yr; 
figures 3 and 8, and Table C in Appendix I). 
ruiODE ISLAND SHORELINE CHANGES: 
INLET AND WASHOVER INVENTORY 
The southern Rhode Island coast from Napatree Point to Point Judith 
can be segmented into barrier beaches (~nd spits) and headlands. The bar-
rier beaches separate coastal ponds and lagoons from the open ocean (Block 
Island Sound, Fishers Island Sound, and the Atlantic Ocean). Two important 
depositional processes active along the barrier beaches of the south shore 
of Rhode Island are washover and tidal delta sedimentation on the backbar-
rier and in the lagoons and ponds. 
The observed general trend of washover and tidal delta sedimentation 
on these barrier beaches is to deposit sediment on the backbarrier or in 
the adjacent lagoons. On a generally erosional shoreline such as the Rhode 
Island south shore, the result of beach erosion and washover deposition is 
the landward migration of the barrier beach system (Dillon's, 1970, 11roll-
over11 effect). If sufficient sediment is supplied to the barrier beach sys-
tem by washov·er, tidal delta, and dune sedimentation to balance offshore 
and downdri ft beach lasses, then the barrier form wi 11 maintain ·i tse 1 f. 
The general relationships of washover and tidal delta sedimentation 
to beach erosion on the south shore of Rhode Island are considered in the 
light of the results of the aerial photogrammetric analysis of backbarrier 
and lagoon shoreline changes. 
52 
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PRESENT INLET CHANGES 
There are five permanent inlets on the southern shore connecting the 
larg~ lagoons with the ocean: Weekapaug Inlet at Winnapaug Pond, Quono-
chontaug Inlet at Quonochontaug Pond, Charlestown Inlet at Ninigret (or 
Charlestown) Pond, and Point Judith Breachway at Point Judith Pond. A 
fifth, permanent, unnamed inlet, north of Napatree Point, connecting Little 
Narragansett Bay with Fishers Island Sound, was formed during the hurri-
cane of 1938, and has widened considerably since then to a width of about 
975 min 1975. 
Several temporary inlets into coastal ponds and lagoons have opened 
periodically, either naturally or artificially, to drain high water levels, 
occasionally in response to hurricane effects. Some inlets have been 
dredged open, such as the temporary inlet at Trustom Pond, which has been 
opened in the past to drain the pond in order to plant rye grass around 
the perimeter for migratory waterfowl. Other temporary inlets include an 
inlet at Cards Pond and an inlet, or drainage feature, from a very small 
coastal pond and marshy area at Green Hill Point (figure 16 ). 
PAST INLET CHANGES 
Other short-lived inlets have resulted from hurricane attack along 
the coast. Inlets opened by the erosive hurricane of 1938 include a breach 
cut near the center of Sandy Point, a deep cut near the eastern end of 
Napatree Beach, another deep cut at Misquamicut Beach (which widened to a 
width of 122 m on the ocean side and 21 m on the lagoon side shortly after 
opening), and a wide, shallow breach cut in Quonochontaug Beach just to 
the east of Weekapaug Point (Nichols and Marston, 1939; U.S. Army, Beach 
















































































































































































































































Photogeologic an~lysis of the geomorphology of the backbarrier of 
the barrier beaches tndtcates locations where other past inlets previous 
to the study period may have developed (fi'gure 16). At the west end of 
Hinnapaug Pond (figure 17) to the west of the inlet cut through Misquamicut 
Beach by the 1938 hurricane are fairly extensive backbarrier deposits cut 
by tidal creeks. Overwash has been active in that area, as seen by the un-
vegetated washover deposits, particularly visible on the 1939 photographs; 
it is unlikely, however, that overwash alone has accounted for the extent 
of the backbarrier deposits. Nor do the deposits appear to be material of 
glacial origin because of their lack of relief. Some material has been 
dredged from the lagoon and deposited on a section of the backbarrier to 
help in the construction of the Misquamicut State Beach parking lot, but 
the fill material represents a small amount of the backbarrier deposits that 
accreted between 1939 and 1975. The only other process capable of producing 
such broad, channel-cut backbarrier deposits is tidal delta sedimentation, 
which requires that an inlet have been present contiguous with the back-
barrier deposits and tidal creeks. 
There are other, very extensive backbarrier deposits in Winnapaug 
Pond (figure 17) to the east of the 1938 hurricane-fanned Misquamicut Beach 
breach. These deposits are also generally low in relief and channeled, in-
dicating that they are also relict tidal delta deposits fanned by a pre-
existent inlet. Concerning the mode of development of these extensive back-
barrier tidal delta deposits, there are two likely possibilities. Lucke's 
(1934a~ 1934b) studies of tidal delta deposits at Barnegat Inlets and other 
inlets on the New Jersey coast introduced the hypothesis that stationary in-
lets opening either successively or simultaneously and migrating inlets open-

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































lagoon depostts at similar stages of maturity, Because of the relatively 
small sizes of the Rhode Island lagoons and consequently small tidal prisms 
and the trend of the present single inlets toward decreasing flushing ef-
ficiency and an inability to mafotain themselves, there is little likeli-
hood that multiple inlets could be maintained into the lagoons for a long 
enough period to produce the observed.backbarrier and lagoon deposits. Evi-
dence supporting the existence of a former migrating inlet into Winnapaug 
Pond is the location of the present Weekapaug Inlet at the farthest down-
drift edge of Winnapaug Pond. The abundance of storm-opened inlets and the 
tendency of the present inlets to close as a result of the combined effects 
of insufficient tidal prism and an abundant volume of sediment being depos-
ited at the inlet mouth by 1ongshore drift support the concept that rela-
tively stabilized, single, consecutive inlets were the situation along the 
Rhode Island barrier beaches. The evidence is inconclusive at this time to 
decide whether the former inlets into Winnapaug Pond were clearly either 
migratory or stable. 
The present inlet at Quonochontaug Pond (figure 18) also shows evi-
dence of having either been migratory or stable and opening and closing sev-
eral ti'mes. The delta deposits are quite extensive, generally lack relief 
(and so are not dominantly glacial deposits), and except in the immediate 
area of the stabilized breachway, there is no clear evidence of dredging 
and filling. Some of the backbarrier and delta deposits have been cut by 
shallow drainage ditches, presumably for mosquito control. At this location, 
the posstbility of the former inlets having been migratory appears to be 
more likely than the possibility that the former inlet or inlets were 
stable, opening as a result of storm attack and closing as a result of 
longshore dri'ft depositing sediment at the inlet mouths. The form of the 
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SOURCE: 1939 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH 
FIGURE 19 
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tidal delta deposits is such that the tnlet and tidal delta channels ap-
pear to have migrated across the backbarrter as the sediment was deposited; 
there are three lobes of the delta visible on the 1939 photographs (figure 
19), with the westernmost lobe being occupied by the 1939 Quonochontaug 
Inlet. The two lobes to the east appear to be ;Older, now abandoned lobes. 
as the tidal creeks bissecting them appear to be shallower and are only par-
tially filled with water. The present inlet, as seen on the 1975 photographs 
(figure 18), was dredged through portions of the two westernmost lobes of 
the relict tidal delta deposits. 
The Charlestown Inlet area (figure 20) also exhibits evidence that 
other inlets may have formerly existed to the west as well as to the east 
of the present stabilized breachway. The most prominent evidence lies just 
to the west of the present breachway. A wtde, although presently shallow 
channel of fairlylinearconfiguration apparently served as a washover chan-
nel during the 1938 hurricane, as evidenced on the 1939 photographs by the 
fresh, unvegetated washover deposits lying seaward of the channel. There 
are also prominent, although not extensive, delta deposits adjacent to and 
lagoonward of this channel, which adjoin extensive glacial deposits (re-
cognizable by their somewhat greater relief and secondary vegetation). De-
posits and channels to the east of the present breachway also suggest that 
an inlet may have formerly existed there. The lack of evidence indicating 
a migrational trend of the inlet channels and tidal delta deposits as well 
as the relatively central location of the Charlestown Inlet along the Nini-
gret Pond barrier beach may indicate that these former inlets were general-
ly stable and opened by hurricane or storm attack. 
On the far western edge of Green Hill Pond (figure 20) near the nar-
rows into Ntntgret Pond there are channels and generally tnsigniftcant, low-
62 
lying backbarrier deposits wh.ich exhibit rougl1ly the form of previous tidal 
delta depostts~ These depostts and channels may indicate the former exist-
ence of a small, or short-lived, inlet, which was unable to maintain an 
access to the ocean from the lagoon against the volume of longshore drift. 
In the regions of Potters and Point Judith Ponds (figure 21) there 
are very extensive, channeled, backbarrier deposits, with occasional gla-
cfal deposits interspersed among them. Early maps previous to 1846 (which 
include 1846, 1842, 1838, 1824, 1816, 1804, 1796~ and 1794 editions; see 
Appendix III, table I) show an inlet located to the east of the present 
breachway, abutting the glacial deposits at Point Judith, whereas maps dated 
later than 1860 (which include 1860, 1877, 1908, and 1935 editions; table I) 
show an inlet l ocate.d to the west of the present breachway in the region 
behind the present East Matunuck State Beach~ The tmportance of the inlet 
located to the west of the present breachway is emphasized by the division 
of the Towns of South Kingstown and Narragansett at the site of this former 
inlet~ 
INLET - FLOOD TIDAL DELTA CHANGES 
Weekapaug, Quonochontaug, Charlestown, and Point Judith Inlets all 
have moderately well developed flood tidal deltas associated with them that 
have increased in area with time. The inlet between Napatree Point and Sandy 
Point is a special case and has developed a wide-spread, subtidal flood 
tidal delta, and a poorly formed but extensive ebb tidal delta. It is doubt-
ful that the degree of development of this flood tidal delta will increase 
very much because of the nature of the inlet; as it continues to widen, flow 
through tt will become tncreasingly less channelized, resulting in a broad, 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The tidal delta at 1,Jeekapaug Inlet consists of large subttdal lobes 
dissected by a bifurcating, sinuous channel and widespread, fairly contin-
uous supratidal, vegetated deposits. Over 45,000 m2 of tidal delta deposits 
have developed from subtidal shoals in 1939 to supratidal deposits in 1975 
in the near vicinity of the inlet channel. The subtidal delta shoals also 
extended further into the lagoon in 1975 than they did in 1939, by the ad-
ditton of over 73,000 m2 of sediment. Probably a major factor in effecting 
these changes was the stabilization of the inlet with jetties and revet-
ments and straightening and deepening the inlet with dredging in the period 
between 1951 and 1963. Straightening and dredging of the inlet .increased 
the tidal prism of the lagoon, resulting in higher flow velocities wtth 
consequently greater amounts of sediment being transported into and even-
tually deposited in the lagoon. 
At Quonochontaug Inlet the subtidal portion of the tidal delta has 
2 
accreted more than 46,000 m and the supratidal portion has accreted more 
2 
than 57,000 m. Some of this change has resulted from the dredge and fill 
operation associated with the inlet stabilization, but the greater amount 
of change has probably resulted from the rejuvenation of the tidal prism 
by the stabilization, as well as the normal trend towards sediment accumu-
lation in the lagoon. 
The Charlestown Inlet channel, although straightened somewhat during 
its stabilization in 1951-1952, remains sinuous and bifurcating towards 
the distributaries. The overall form of the delta is more like that of the 
classic delta: essentially triangular or arcuate in plan view, with lobes 
of subtidal or supratidal deposits dissected by stable to somewhat migra-
tory channels. There are subtidal shoals similar in location within the 
tidal channels to fluvial point bars, with the thalweg of the channel oc-
65 
- curring at the outer, or undercut, bank. Most of these subtidal shoals 
are nearly intertidal, bei'ng almost emergent at spring low tides. Photo-
2 . 
grammetric measurements indicate that more than 432,000 m of subtidal 
2 delta shoals have accreted and over 4G,OOO m of delta deposits were con-
verted from subtidal shoals in 1939 to supratidal deposits in 1975 in 
Ninigret Pond. Incorporated in the value denoting change in the subtidal 
shoals is a loss of subtidal shoals in the region north of the Green Hill 
Pond narrows, in Ninigret Pond. This loss of subtidal shoals was apparently 
a result of the channel dredging that diverted the tidal flow that exits 
from Green Hill Pond through the narrows from a northward route around the 
glacial islands in the eastern portion of Ninigret Pond, to a more direct 
westward route. Before the channel was dredged sediment would have been 
deposited by the Green Hill Pond ebb flow in the area to the north of the 
narrows. in Ninigret Pond. After the channel was dredged and the sediment 
supply was cut off to this area, minor currents and waves in Ninigret Pond 
were apparently able to disperse the sediment formerly deposited by the 
Green Hill Pond ebb flow. The dispersal of the sediment was manifested on 
the aerial photographs as a decrease in the extent of the subtidal shoals. 
The tidal delta at the Point Judith Breachway has undoubtedly been 
changed greatly in fonn as a result of the inlet stabiliza,tion. The chan-
nel has also been dredged, notably between 1951 and 1963, with the dredge 
spoils being used as land fill to build docks on the eastern bank of the 
•. 
breachway at Galilee and to produce habitable property on the western, 
Jerusalem bank of the breachway. The tidal delta presently appears as a 
maze of tidal creeks and subtidal shoals and intertidal marsh and tidal 
flat deposits in the regions away from the breachway. Subtidal shoals ex-
tend parallel to the main, bifurcating channels as fingers and arcuate 
66 
lobes, with some intertidal shoals, mostly mussel and clam flats, developed 
on the subtidal shoals. The amount of measured change in the area of the 
tidal delta south of Great Island indicates an increase in the supratidal 
deposits of nearly 43,000 m2 and an increase in subtidal delta deposits of 
over 198,000 m2. Much of this change may be marginally attributable to the 
effects of dredging and land filling, although an attempt was made to dis-
cern changes of an artificial nature from those of a natural character. 
Ebb tidal deltas, if present on the south shore, are not visible on 
the aerial photographs or in the field (although McMaster, personal com-
munication, indicates that offshore profiling has indicated the presence 
of features near the inlets which may be ebb tidal deltas}. Their absence 
could be attributed to a dominance of wave over tidal energy as well as a 
dominance of flood over ebb flow, which would result in the deposition by 
flood tidal currents of sediment in the lagoons coarser and more abundant 
than that which the ebb tidal currents are able to transport out of the 
lagoon. The jettied nature of all of the four major inlets on the south 
shore also probably prevents the development of marginal flood channels 
adjacent to the main ebb channels. 
0VERHASH C ANGES 
To determine the potential for overwash to occur on the south shore 
of Rhode Island, the representative dune heights from table 6 ~,ere com-
pared with the representative hurricane stillwater levels and the tidal 
ranges along the coast (table ·3 ). The maximum hurricane stillwater level 
during the 1938 hurricane was measured as 4.96 m above mean sea level, and 
the maximum hurricane stillwater level measured during the 1954 hurricane 
was 3.9G m above mean sea level (U. s. Army, Corps of Engineers, 1965a, 
1965 b). Mean tidal ranges range from 0.76 to 1.07 m and average 0.87 m . 
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TABLE 3 
f. TICAL RANGES (M) 
Mean Mean Mean r Spring 
Ocear. Inlet Pond Ocean 
Narragansett 1.07 1.34 
Point Judith o.94 0,91 0,91 1.19 
Charlestown 0.85 0.43 0.06 1.07 
Quonochontaug 0.82 0.55 0.06 
Winnapaug 0.79 0,46 0.15 
Watch Hill 0.76 0.94 
(From U.S. Army, Beach Erosion Board, 1949; N.O.A.A. Tide Tables) 
B. HURRICANE STILLWATER LEVELS (M ABOVE MSL). 
1938 1944 1954 
Point Judith 4.18-4.96 3.90 
Charlestown 3.85 
Watch Hill 3.28 2.49 
Narragansett 3.74-4.21 2.52 3.90 
Westerly 1. 70-3.60 1.39 3.47 
(from U.S. Army, Corps of Engineers, 1965a and 1965b) 
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along the south shore. To determine the maximum effect of the hurricane 
surge levels in combination with a high tide, a maximum height was calcu-
lated by adding half the value of the average tidal range (0.44 m) to the 
maximum easured hurricane stillwater level above mean sea level (4.96 m) 
to derive the height of the maximum easured hurricane stillwater level 
at mean high water (5. 40 m). The representative dune heights v;ere then 
compared with this value to determine which areas along the south shore 
would be expected to experience overtopping of the barrier beaches on the 
basis of their representative dune heights by hurricane stillwater levels 
' 
equivalent to the maximum easured hurricane high water during the 1938 
hurricane (figure 13). The maximum hurricane levels would be further in-
creased by hurricane wave heights, which have been observed to be highly 
variable along the Rhode Island co~st. 
According to this maximum hurricane flood level of 5.40 m above mean 
sea level, the following areas would be overwashed: all of Napatree Beach~ 
the Maschaug Pond barrier beach, most of the Winnapaug and Quonchontaug 
Pond barrier beaches, all of the Ninigret Pond barrier beach, and most of 
the coast east to Point Judith. Visual inspection of all sets of aerial 
photographs for evidence cf fresh (unvegetated) washover deposits on the 
backbarrier confirms the above predicted occurrences of overwash. Compila-
tion of the quantitative values of changes in subtidal and supratidal wash-
' over deposits for the following sections of barrier beaches further con-
firms the expectations. 
2 Napatree Point to Weekapaug Point: Over 107,000 m of supratidal and over 
- 102,000 m2 of subtidal washover deposits have accreted on the backbarrier 
2 
of Napatree Beach. On the Maschaug Pond barrier more than 78,000 m of 
2 
supratidal and nearly 58,000 m of subtidal washover deposits have accreted, 
-
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most in the western portion of Maschaug Pond; the rest has accumulated in 
Little Maschaug Pond and in smaller coastal ponds to the west. Along the 
•r· 2 w1nnapaug Pond barrier over 54,000 m of supratidal washover deposits have 
2 
accumulated, and 104,000 m of subtidal deposits have accumulated, most 
in the western part of the pond where the width of the backbarrier is at 
a minimum. Changes in the subtidal shoals in the region of the 1938 hurri-
cane breach at Misquamicut Beach have been attri'buted to tidal delta rather 
than overwash processes, although overwash has undoubtedly been operative 
along this narrow section of the barrier beach. The dredging of a portion 
of the subtidal washover shoals at the western edge of the pond has also 
effected some change on the backbarrier, as the dredge spo~ls were appar-
ently used as land fi11 in constructing the State Beach parking lot. 
Weekapaug Point to Quonoc;wntaug Point: On the Quonochontaug Pond barrier 
over 90,000 m2 of supratidal and more than 83,000 m
2 
of subtidal washover 
deposits have accreted~ most of this at the western edge of the pond. To 
the east, the effects of , ·r2rwash are masked by the effects of tidal delta 
deposition, if overwesf: ·ls at all operative along that section of the beach 
where the dunes are relatively high and the backbarrier is very wide. Along 
a low section (2.30 - 3.37 m high dunes) of Quonochontaug Point at Michel, 
Garden, and East Ponds, more than 22,000 m2 of subtidal and supratidal 
washover deposits have accumulated in the ponds. 
Quonochontaug Point to Green.Hill Point: On the backbarrier of the Nini-
2 . 2 
gret Pond barrier more than 86,000 m of suprat1dal and more than 50,000 m 
of subtidal washover deposits have accumulated. A loss of over 54,000 m2 
of subtidal washover deposits in the western portion of the pond is con-
cealed by the value of total pond-wide change. This loss of subtidal wash-
over shoals resulted from supratidal washover accretion occurring more 
70 
rapidly than adjacent subtidal washover deposition and does not repre-
sent erosion of the shoals, but rather the lack of addttional deposition. 
Th.is explanation is substantiated by the fact that where the greatest 
a~cunts of loss of subtidal washover shoals occurred, the greatest amount 
of accretion of supratida1 washover deposits also occurred. Supratidal 
wash.over accretion in Green Hill Pond amounted to more than 31,000 m2, 
while subtidal washover accretion of nearly 3,100 m
2 
occurred, most in 
the eastern portion of the pond at an isolated washover sluice. Minor 
overwash at the site of a very small coastal pond on Green Hill Point re-
sulted ir. the accretion of 4,000 m2 of supratidal deposits. 
Green Hill Point·to Matunuck Point: 2 At Trustom Pond more than 28,000 m 
of supratidal wash.over deposits accreted on the backbarrier, with a gain 
of over 11,000 m2 of subtidal washover shoals. Incorporated in this value 
is a loss of subtidal deposits which, again, may be attributed partly to 
the more rapid accumulation of supratidal deposits and to a less rapid 
accumulation of adjacent subtidal material. Major changes in the form and 
location of the minor and transitory inlet into Trustom Pond may also ac-
count for the measured loss of subtidal washover shoals. Similarly, a loss 
2 
in subtidal washover shoals (more than 10,000 m) and a minor amount of 
supratidal accretion (more than 4,000 m2) occurred in Cards Pond. This 
loss of subtidal deposits is essentially identical to that in Trustom Pond, 
as the form and location of the transitory inlet into Cards Pond have also 
changed with time. 
Matunuck Point to Point Judith: A significant amount of washover accretion 
(nearly 8,000 m2) occurred in the small coastal pond at Matunuck Point. 
Just east of this pond more than 20,000 m2 of supratidal washover accretion 
has occurred on Potters Pond backbarrier, most of it along the southeastern 
7.1 
edge of the pond~ Most of th1s change occurred as infilling of former 
~ 
tidal channels across the backbarrier by overwashed sediment. Subtidal 
washover accretion was relatively insignificant because of the predomi-
nance of tidal delta accretion and changes caused by dredging and land 
filling in Potters Pond, Changes in Point Judith Pond are similarly dif: 
ficult to distinguish as artificial or natural because of the changes im-
posed by the breachway construction that were not documented by the aerial 
photographs (Point Judith Breachway was stabilized between 1886 and 1909, 
before the earliest photographic coverage, u. S. Army, Beach Er_osion 
Board, 1949). 
IMPLICATIONS OF WASHOVER AND TIDAL DELTA CHANGES 
ON RHODE ISLAND SHORELINE D VELOPMENT 
WASHOVERS ANDHORELINE EROSION 
From previous studies of washover sedimentation and geomorphology, 
there appears to be a correlation between the frequency and amount of 
washover accretfon on an erosional shoy,el ine. Leathennan (1976), in his 
study of overwash on Wachapreague Island, Virginia, was able to recognize 
a cory,elation between overwash occurrence and barrier island width, which 
he related directly to shoreline erosion: "if the barrier island is too 
narrow (because of excessive beach erosion), overwash will be effective 
in transporting enough material over the island to compensate for bayside 
shoreline losses. If the barrier island is too wide (because of little or 
no beach erosion), then bayside overwash deposition will not be able to 
keep pace with the concurrent shoreline erosion, because much of the mat-
erial transported by the overwash surges would be deposited short of this 
critical distance with little sand actually reaching the backbarrier." It 
is likely that Leatherman's hypothesis also relates to overwash occurrence 
along the Rhode Island south shore, in that overwash deposition would be 
expected to be most noticeable where beach erosion is most effective in 
decreasing the barrier beach width from the ocean side, although at these 
same sections of shoreline where overwash effectively deposits sediment on 
the backbarrier and in the adjacent lagoon the barrier beaches will tend 
to widen to a critical equilibrium width. 
72 
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A photogrammetric shoreiine erosion survey made by comparing the 
posttion of the high water 1 ines tn 1939 and tn 19.75 using the Zoom Trans-
fer Scope (figures 3 and 8, table G fn Appendix II) and analysis of the 
orientations of sections of the barrier beaches and headlands (table 4) in-
dicate the following relationships: beaches facing southeast (oriented 
roughly northeast-southwest) appear generally to experience greater erosion 
than beaches facing south or southwest. The probable explanation for this 
observed phenomenon is that winds and waves of the most severe stonns and 
hurricanes approach most commonly from the southeast. The u. s. Army, Beach 
Erosion Board (1949) found that the relative infrequency of storm winds from 
the south and southeast is more than compensated for by their severity. It 
would be expected that storm and hurricane winds and waves approaching from 
the south and southeast would also be responsible for overwash occurrence. 
Examination of the orientations of the sections of barrier beaches exper-
iencing the greatest supratidal and subtidal washover accretion indicates 
that there is a distinct relationship between stonn attacks causing beach 
erosion and overwash, since beaches oriented northeast-southwest (facing 
the direction from which the greatest number of and most severe stonns and 
hurricanes come) have experienced the greatest washover accretion as well 
as the greatest beach erosion. 
From a comparison of figures 4 and 6 showing changes in area of sub-
tidal and supratidal washover deposits, figure 3 depicting high water line 
beach changes, and figure 22 showing the ratio between these two parameters 
(tables 5, 6, and 7), it can be seen that it is generally true that where 
overw~sh occurred, the beach was significantly (greater than mean) ero-
sional. Stmilarly, where overwash did not occur significantly (i.e., was 
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BARRIER BEACH ORIENTATIONS 
location 
Napatree Point spit 
Central Napatree Beach 
Eastern Napatree Beach 
Western :'\latch Hill Point 
Eastern Watch Hill Point to 
Weekapaug Inlet 
Weekapaug Inlet to Weekapaug Point 
Weekapaug Point to Quonochontaug 
Inlet 
Quonochontaug Inlet to Charlestown 
Inlet 
Charlestown [r.let to Green Hill 
Point 
Green Hill Point to Matunuck Point 
Western Jerusalem (East Matunuck) 
Beach 
Central Jerusalem (East Matunuck) 
Beach 
Eastern Jerusalem (East Matunuck) 
Beach 
Point Judith Breachway to Point 
Judith 
orientation 
N 60° E 
N 75° E 
N 75° W 
N 15° W 
N 70° E 
N 75° E 
N 75° E 
E - W 
N 50° W 
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TABLE 5 
TOTAL SUPRA~ AND SUBTIDAL WASHOVER ACCRETION (M2) (Tab1~~ ~& ~ 
2 
TOTAL BEACH EROSION (M) (Table c) 
transects ratio transects ratio tr~nsects ratio 
4-5 +0.96 31-32 -2.67 70-71 -2.87 
5-6 -7.85 32-33 +0.26 76-77 -0.25 
6-7 -3.17 33-34 -0,33 77-78 -0.82 
7-8 -2.62 44-45 -2,74 78-79 -0.37 
9-10 -2.33 45-46 -11. 31 79-80 -8.20 
15-16 0 46-47 -10.37 81-82 -4.00 
16-17 0 47-48 -1.13 95-96 -0.67 
17-18 -0.20 58-59 -1.67 96-97 +0.37 
18-19 -0.79 59-60 +-.25 97-98 -0.10 
19-20 -0.26 60-61 -4.67 98-99 -2.00 
20-21 -4.01 61-62 +1.21 99-100 -0.38 
21-22 -7.44 62-63 +0.66 
MEAN -2.25 
22-23 -2.45 63-64 -1.10 
23-24 -1.57 64-65 -0.72 
26-27 -7.61 65-66 -0.48 
27-28 -5.64 66-67 +0.98 
28-29 -3.59 67-68 -1.31 
29-30 -0.86 68-69 -1.10 
30-31 • -1,50 69-70 -4.87 
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TABLE ,6 
TOTAL· SUPRA,;,· AND· SUBTIDAL ·TIDAL· DELTA· ACCRETION (M2) • (Tables· A & • D) 
TOTAL BEACH EROSION Oi) (Table C) 
transects ratio transects ratio 
31-32 +1.01 75-76 -2.39 
33-34 -4.19 76-77 -1.06 
34-35 -36,58 77-78 -5.54 
35-36 -1.66 89-90 -0.18 
36-37 -6.05 96-97 -1.70 
37-38 +3.60 97-98 +3.94 
47-48 +0.97 98-99 -6.23 
48-49 -1.86 99-100 -3.06 
49-50 -3.04 100-101 -27.74 
67-68 -0.60 101-102 -30.08 






(From Tab 1 es A and t PJ 
A. TOTAL SUPRATIDAL + SUBTfDAL ~-TOTAL SUPRATIDAL + SUBTID~L 
WASHOVER ACCRETION (M ) TIDAL DELTA CCRETION (M) 
transects transects transects 
4-5 -17,839 66-67 ~13, 394 31-32 - 4,091 
5-6 +75,564 67-68 +13,850 33-34 +13, 107 
6-7 +68,351 68-69 + 6,992 34-35 +76,279 
7-8 +59,263 69-70 +67,090 35-36 + 6,924 
8-9 +45,605 70-71 +32,694 36-37 +31,514 
9-10 -11, 970 76-77 + 3,053 37-38 - 9,432 
10-11 - 9,633 77-78 +21,374 47-48 - 7,482 
15-16 0 78-79 + 4,541 48-49 +19,670 
16-17 0 79-80 +33,333 49-50 +35,060 
17-18 + 2,982 81-82 + 4,067 50-52 +28,297 
18-19 +14,912 84-85 - 8,608 52-53 +28,491 
19-20 + 5,965 85-86 -38,343 67-68 + 6,337 
20-21 +47,783 86-87 +17,886 68-69 + 6,337 
21-22 +29,230 87-88 + 4,472 71-74 +175,074 
22-23 +27,753 95-96 + 3,922 74-75 +125,327 
23-24 + 8,213 96-97 - 2,941 75-.76 +24, 718 
24-25 0 97-98 + 977 76-77 +12,994 
25-26 0 98-99 +17,582 77-78 +145,117 
26-27 +50,935 99-100 + 4,884 89-90 + 2,236 
27-28 +45,214 96-97 +13,303 
28-29 +36,034 97"-98 -38,518 
29-30 + 6,016 98-99 +54,747 
30-31 + 9,024 99-100 +38,890 
31-32 +10,747 100-101 +135,477 
32-33 + 1,043 101-102 +88,132 
44-45 +14,409 104-105 + 4,889 
45-46 +83,377 
46-47 + 8,637 
50-52 - 2,031 
57-58 + 2,103 
58-59 + 5,079 
59-60 - 1,016 
60-61 +14,220 
61-62 - 3,415 
62-63 - 3,093 
63-64 + 7,258 
64-65 +12,141 • 
65-66 +10,923 
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or was not seve.re]y erosion~ l , It was not a 1 ways true, however, that over-
wash occurried everywhere that the beach was severely erosional (see table 
8 and figure 23). At 27% of the transects where washover accretion was 
significant (i.e., greater than the mean value of +18,000 m2), the beach 
was significantly erosional (i.e., less than the mean value of -6,000 m2). 
At 66% of the transects significant to moderate washover accretion (i.e., 
2 less than +18,000 m, but greater than 0) occurred where the beaches were 
significantly to moderately erosional (i.e., less than -6,000 m2, but not 
greater than 0), The 29% anomalous occurrences of losses of washover de-
posits result from a combination of moderately erosional to stable beaches, 
dredging or actual erosion of washover deposits, or sttuations where pos-
sible washover deposits were classified as predominantly tidal delta de-
posits in this study. 
WASHOVERS AND HORELINE MORPHOLOGY 
There are several shoreline morphology factors other than beach ero-
sion ·.:,,) ch appear to affect the occurrence and amount of was hover accretion 
on the backbarrier. These factors include: less than mean dune height (fig-
ure 24), narrower than average barrier beach width, and the existence of 
transitory inlets. For example, in the area just to the east of the site 
of the Misquamicut Beach 1938 hurricane breach (at transects 32-33), the 
beach is stable to slightly erosional, and a minor amount (about 1,000 m2) 
of washover accretion occurred over the study period. The dunes are rela-
tively high here (3.94 mat transect 32), and the barrier beach is rela-
tively wide (354 to 361 m wide in 1975). The minor amount of supratidal 
washover accretion probably occurred as the result of the spillover of 
sediment from overwash slightly to the west at the.site of the hurricane 




a > +18,000 
b > +18,000 
C > +18,000 
d +18,000 - 0 
e +18,000 - 0 
f +18,000 - 0 
g < -10 ,000 
h < -10,000 
i -10,000 - 0 
j -10 ,000 - 0 
k -10,000 - 0 













-6,000 - 0 31-32,44-45,47-48,60-61, 
79-80 
0 86-87 




-6,000 - 0 23-24,33-34,58-59,81-82, 
95-96 
0 57-58,87-88 
< -6,000 26-27,66-67 
-6,000 - 0 9-10,85-86 
< -6 ,000 4-5,96-97 
-6,000 - 0 32-33,59-60,61-62,62-63 
0 50-52,84-85 
> 0 10-11 






















2 > +18,000 m = significant washover accretion 
2 +18,000 m = mean washover accretion 
0 - +18,000 m2 = moderate washover accretion 
2 -10,000 m = mean lack of washover accretion 
0 = no washover change 
( -6,000 m2 = significant beach erosion 
-6,000 m2 = mean beach erosion 
0 - ~6,000 m2 = moderate beach erosion 
0 = stable beach 
RESULTS: 
Significant washover accretion and significant beach erosion occ .. r-
red 27% of the time: 16a/59 X 100 = 27%. 
Signifi~ant to moderate washover accretion and significant to 
moderate beach erosion occurred 66% of the time: 16a + 5b +13d + 5e = 
39/59 X 100 = 66%. 
Significant to moderate washover accretion and a stable beach occur 
5% of the time: le+ 2f = 3/59 X 100 = 5%. 
• 
• • 
• • • • • • 
• • 
• • • • 
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beach is much narrower l196. m wide, in 1975). At the site of a very small 
coastal pond on Green Hill Potnt (at transects 81-82} the shoreline is 
stable to accretional, and a minor amount (about 4,000 m2) of washover 
accretion occurred in the pond, The dunes are relatively well-developed 
in this area (3.93 - 4,06 m high), but they are not continuous on the 
beach adjacent to the pond; in fact, the pond and the marshy area sur-
rounding it drain almost continuously across the beach through a low spot 
in the dunes, which may be a former overwash sluice, blowout, or inlet-
like feature. The proximity of the pond to the high water line (about 
80 min 1975) also explains the washover accretton in the pond, 
Along the western edge of Trustom Pond (at transects 84-85) the 
shoreline is stable. A minor amount (6,000 m2) of washover accreti'on oc-
curred in an area where the dunes ere relatively low (1.68 - 1.83 m, ac-
cording to Olsen ~nd Grant, 1973), and the barrier beach is relatiVely 
narrow (117 - 103 m wide in 1975). It is probably for the very reason that 
the beach is not distinctly erosional that such a minor amount of overwash 
occurred. Along the eastern edge of Trustom Pond (at transects 86-87) much 
more significant amounts of washover accretion occurred (nearly 18,000 m2). 
This area is the site of a transitory inlet which has changed its location 
and form over the study period, the dunes are low (2.59 - 2.44 m high, ac-
cording to Olsen and Grant, 1973), and the barrier beach is narrow (Ill m 
wide in 1975). Although the beach is stable, the presence of the transitory 
inlet and the· low and discontinuous dunes and narrow barrier beach could 
combine to allow significant overwash deposition at this site. The situa-
tion is similar in front of Cards Pond (at transects 87-88). The shoreline 
is stable, a transitory inlet has changed its form and location over the 
study.period, the dunes are fairly low (2.44 m, according to Olsen and 
-
85 
Grant, 1973}. and are discontinuous in the vicinity of the inlet, and the 
barrier beach ts narrow (145 m wide in 1975 at a somewhat wider portion 
of the beach to the east of the in1et). 
On the eastern side of Matunuck Point (at transects 95-96), a minor 
amount of overwash (nearly 4,000 m2) occurred at a sma11 coastal pond, 1o-
cated about 40 m from the high water line tn 1975. The dunes are 1ow in 
this region (2.20 - 1.67 m high), a1though most of the Matunuck Point area 
is protected from overwash by re1ief provided by g1acia1 deposits. In this 
situation, the shore1ine immediately adjacent to the coastal pond has re-
ceded noticeably over the study period. 
Negative va1ues of change in the subtidal deposits result from: 
a) migration,of the barrier system landward into the lagoons with conversion 
of subtidal shoals into supratidal deposits; b) erosion or redistribution 
of the deposits by currents or waves in the lagoons; or c) dredging of the 
subtidal shoals to deepen channels for navigation or to provide land fill. 
At the Trustom and Cards Ponds barrier beaches subtida1 washover deposits 
were decreased probab1y as a result of erosion or redistribution of the 
sediment in the shoa1s, which resulted from currents that developed when 
temporary inlets were opened into the ponds, either articially or as a re-
sult of the overtopping of the barrier beach by stonn surge and waves. The 
subtidal deposits may have been redistributed within the ponds, or they may 
have been eroded and transported out of the ponds into the ocean as the 
higher water levels in the ponds drained into the ocean. The most common 
cause of a decrease in the subtidal deposits appears to be the conversion 
of subtidal washover shoals to supratidal deposits, although, locally, 
dredging, particularly of tidal delta deposits, is also a significant cause. 
Negative values of areas converted from 1939 subtidal deposits to 
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1975 supratid~l deposits result from: ~) dredging along the backbarrier 
shoreline orb) erosion along the backbarrter shoreline. Generally, where 
the greatest amounts of loss of subti'dal washover deposits occurred, the 
greatest amounts of accretion of supratidal deposits also occurred. 
SEDIMENT BUDGET ANALYSIS 
·The relationships between the areal changes in washover and tidal 
delta deposits and the amount of eroded beach over the whole study period 
for the entire south shore are as follows: 
(1) 
(2) 




total area of subtidal washover accretion: 
total area of subtidal tidal delta accretion.: 
total area of subtidal washover and tidal delta 
loss: 
Total (2) subtidal washover and tidal delta 
accretion: 
-608,558 m 2 
+267,953 m 2 





(3) A, total area of supratidal washover accretion: 
2 
+522,792 m 
B, total area of supratidal tidal dP.lta 
accretion: 
Total (3) supratidal washover and tidal delta 
accretion: 
2 +188,238 m 
2 +711,030 m 
Total (2) + (3): subtidal and supratidal washover 2 
and tidal delta accretion: +1,497,472 m 
Subtidal washover accretion (+267,953 m2) is only about one third 
(0.31) as effective as subtidal tidal delta accretion (+862,322 m2) in the 
lagoons, whereas supratidal tidal delta accretion (+188,238 m2) is only 
about one third (0.36) as effective as supratidal washover accretlon 
(+522,792 m2). Subtidal and supratidal washover accretion (+790,745 m2) is 
three-quarters (0.75) as effective in transporting sediment landward as 
87 
subtidal and suprati-dal tidal delta accretion (.+1,05.0,560 m2)~ I.tis to 
be expected that tidal delta sedinienta,ticn is more effective in transport-
ing sediment into the lagoon and onto the backbarrier than are overwash 
processes, because tidal delta sedimentation processes are steady and rela-
tively continuous, whereas overwash is catastrophic (i.e., discontinuous 
and erratic)~ 
Using the calculated value for the annual rate of washover accretion 
along the Rhode Island south shore to approximate the rates of accretion 
for washover fans as well as for tidal deltas (in the absence of any rates 
of tidal delta sedimentation) and using the Coastal Engineering Research 
Center's estimate of the volume of beach lost (0.76 m3} per areal loss of 
beach (0.09 m2) to derive a value of 8.44 m3 sediment loss per 1 m2 areal 
units of beach erosion, the following values for the whole south shore 
over the entire study period can be computed: 
Washover 




accretion: 0.05 m/yr X 36 yr X (862,322 + 188,238.;. 76,147) = 
1,822,476 m3 
Beach 3 2 3 
erosion: 8.44 m /m .. X -608,558 = -5,138,934 m 
Washover: (1,354,809 t -5,138,934) X 100 = 26% 
Tidal delta: (1,822,476 t -5,138,934) X 100 = 35% 
Washover and 
tidal delta: (3,177,285 t -5,138,934) X 100 = 62% 
2 
According to these calculations, washover accretion accounts for 26% of 
the volume of beach eroded, and tidal delta accretion accounts for 35% of 
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the volume of beach eroded\ These. c~lculations from th.e photogrammetric 
analysis of the areal backbarrier shoreline changes indtcate that wash-
over and tidal delta sedimentatfon may be responsible for 62% of the sedi-
ment that is eroded from the beaches, and 38% of the sediment being eroded 
from the beaches is available to be transported offshore and/or alongshore. 
The value of 0.05 m/yr represents the annual rate of vertical accre-
tion on the suprattdal washover fan surface in an area receiving perhaps 
abnonnally high volumes of sediment from the overwash process; values in-
dicating rates of vertical accretion on subtidal washover shoals have not 
been detennined, but are probably less than the value for vertical supra-
tidal washover accretion. Refinement of this and the other values used in 
the volumetric calculations may alter the relationships somewhat, but the 
calculations still strongly indicate that washover and tidal delta sedi-
mentation are clearly sfghtficant processes transporting sediment landward 
on.the Rhode Island south shore. Of the four possible sinks for sediment 
along the coast (which include the beaches and dunes, the tidal deltas, 
the washover fans, and the offshore zone), it is crear from this photo-
grammetric study of backbarrier and lagoon shoreline and sediment deposit 
changes that washover fans play nearly as significant a role in backbarrier 
and lagoon storage of sediment as tidal deltas do. 
IMFLICATIONS OF BACKBARRIER ACCRETION ON SHORELINE DEVELOPMENT 
Washover and flood tidal delta sedimentation over the short tenn re-
present a loss of sediment to the littoral sediment budget. Over the long 
tenn, however, this sediment becomes incorporated into the barrier beach 
system as the barriers erode and migrate landward. Both washover and tidal 
delta accretton on the backbarrier shoreline provide new substrate for 
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ma.rsh 9rowth as th.e elevation of the subtidal sh.oals is ra.ised to the low 
tide level in the lagoons through continuing depositionw Above the low tide 
level Sparti~a altat~iflbra begins to colonize the shoals from lateral 
growth of the rhizomes of plants higher on the marshes or grow from frag-
ments and seeds deposited on the shoals by the currents, Marshes that de-
velop on the delta shoals tn particular help entrap fine sediment by baf-
fling the tidal currents and allowing the fine sediment to be deposited, 
as we11 as add to the productivity of the marsh by providing organic debris 
to the waters and sediment of the lagoon. Sedimentation rates in the tidal 
marsh generally decrease with increasing elevation (Richard, 1976). Al-
though Spartina altat~iflbra aids in the trapping and binding of the sedi-
ment, the effects of elevation are more important than vegetation densit.y 
in governing sedimentation rates in a tidal marsh (Richard, 1976). The ef-
fects of vegetation on sedimentation would be expected· to increase as the 
tidal delta shoals become elevated above the low tide level. 
Sedimentation on flood tidal deltas also tends to increase the width 
of the barrier island in addition to increasing its elevation, if only in 
the immediate vicinity of the inlet, and to decrease the depths in the 
lagoons. The tidal delta may become connected to the barrier through the 
action of washover deposition on the flanks of an active tidal delta sys-
tem, on the updrift edge when an inlet is migrational, or more commonly 
when an inlet closes. The effects of overwash in the vicinity of flood ti-
dal deltas are primarily inhibited by the greater width of the barrier due 
to the tidal delta deposition. 
The significance of overwash in maintaining the form of the Rhode 
Island barrier beaches is i·ndicated by the fact that the barrier beach 
width over the study period has maintained itself (table i). Washover and 
90 
tidal delta sedimentation na,ve. been able to compensate for the losses of 
sect iment to beach ero~-ion by a, 11 owing the ba rrter beaches to accrete on 
the lagoonal shoreline, the 11ro1lover 11 effect recognized by Dillon (1970), 
Pierce (1969, 1970) 11 Schwartz (1975), Godfrey (1976), Godfrey and Godfrey 
(1973, 1974), and Leatherman (1976). 
Overwash in particular plays a critical role in the evolution and 
maintenance of the barrier beach system. The effects of rising sea level, 
lack of sediment being supplied to the beaches, and frequent damaging 
storms and hurricanes along the Rhode Island coast result in an erosional 
trend on the beaches. Natural, unstabilized beaches, such as most of the 
Rhode Island south shore beaches, have proved themselves better able to 
adapt to steady state processes and catastrophic events than overly sta-
bili-zed, impenetrable barri·er beach systems. Natural barri·er beaches pre-
ser.t relatively little resistance to storm surge and wave attack and allow 
this Energy to be dissipated across the beach, among the low dunes, and 
onto the backbarrier behind, allowing the barrier beach system to gain 
material from the eroding beach. These backbarrier deposits can then later 
serve as sources of sediment for new dune growth, as· well as for new marsh 
growth (Dolan, 1973; Dolan and Godfrey, 1973; Godfrey and Godfrey, 1973; 
Bartberger, 1976). 
Washover, and tidal delta sedimentation affect the lagoons and ponds 
along the Rhode Island south shore by causing the backbarrier to encroach 
into the lagoons and by causing sediment deposits to shoal the regions ad-
jacent to the backbarri·er and in the vicinity of tidal inlets. The long 
term effect of washover and tidal delta sedimentati'on is i'ndi-cated in 
Bloom's (1963) postglacial stratigraphic study of coastal Connecticut. Un-
til about 3,000 years- ago, rapid s-ubmergence of the coast by.sea level rise 
91 
exceeded the rate of sedimentation in the coastal bays and lagoons. During 
the last 3,000 years, however, sub_mergence has been slow enough to be 
nearly equalled by the sedimentation rate, and salt marshes have filled 
former bays and lagoons. It is likely that the small size of the Rhode 
Island cuastal lagoons and the moderate energy of the waves and tidal cur-
rents along the coast are gradually causing the infilling and destruction 
of these lagoons. At the present time, however, creation of the salt marsh 
on the backbarrfer ts just keeping pace with shorefront beach erosion ~c-
cording to the measured changes in the barrier beach widths, tablet). 
This importance of overwash on the evolution of the barrier beach 
system of Rhode Island has significance in the long-range planning and 
management of the coastal zone. Stabilized, continuous and high dunes ob-
struct the dissipation of storm surge and wave energy and prevent the de-
position of washover sediment on the backbarrier, which would eventually 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































BEACH EROSION DATA 
total 1939-1975 
area (m2) distance (m) 1939-1975 annual 
eroded between di sta.nce (m) rate of 
transects beach tra.nsects eroded back erosion (m/yr) 
1-2 - 2,916 290.8 -10.03 -0.28 
2-3 0 212.8 0 o 
3-4 - 4,859 187.2 -25.96 -0. 72 
4-5 -18,587 289.0 -64.31 -1. 79 
5-6 - 9,642 292.0 -33.02 -0.92 
6-7 -21,558 379.8 -56.76 -1.58 
7-8 -22,594 352.7 -64.06 -1.78 
8-9 -21,557 350.8 -61.45 -1. 71 
9-10 o 342.9 o o 
10-11 + 5,135 331.9 +15.47 +0.43 
11-12 o 173.4 o o 
12-13 o 281.3 0 o 
13-14 o 89.0 0 0 
14-15 o 96.0 0 0 
15-16 - 3,545 352.7 -10. 05 -0.28 
16-17 - 9,941 298.7 -33.28 -0.92 
17-18 -14,911 336.8 -44.27 -1.23 
18-19 -18,888 467.3 -41.42 -1.12 
19-20 -22,864 570.3 -40.09 -1.11 
20-21 -11,929 428.9 -27.81 -0.77 
21-22 -13,927 493.8 -28.20 -0.78 
22-23 -11,324 493.8 -22.93 -0.64 
23-24 - 5,227 271.3 -19.26 -0.54 
24-25 - 2,742 365.5 - 4.77 -0.13 
25-26 - 5,013 401. 7 -12.48 -0.35 
26-27 - 6,690 327.1 -20.45 -0.57 
27-28 - 8,020 291.4 -27.52 -0.76 
28-29 -10,025 363.9 -27.55 -0.77 
29-30 - 7,018 319.1 -21. 99 -0.62 
30-31 - 6,015 301.2 -19.97 -0.55 
31-32 - 4,031 476.1 - 8.47 -0.24 
32-33 - 3,128 243.8 -12.83 -0.36 
33-34 - 3,128 199.0 -10.46 -0.29 
34-35 - 2,085 350.2 - 5.95 -0.17 
35-36 - 4,170 239.3 -17.39 -0.48 
36-37 - 5,212 293.8 -17.74 -0.49 
37-38 - 2,623 349.3 - 7.51 -0.21 
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TABLE C 
total 2 1939-1975 area (m) distance (m) 1939-1975 annual 
eroded - between distance (m) rate of 
transects ·beach transects eroded back erosion (m/yr) 
38-39. + 7,863 314.6 +24.99 +0.69 
39-40 0 124.4 0 0 
40-41 0 329.5 0 0 
41-42 - 1,054 198,4 - 5.31 -0.15 
42-43 - 1,.054 198.1 - 5.32 -0.15 
43-44 - 5,268 216.4 -24.34 -0.68 
44-45 - 5,268 183.5 -2E.71 -0.80 
45-46 - 7,375 570.3 -12.93 -0.36 
46-47 - 6,717 402.7 -16.68 -0.46 
47-48 - 7,677 411. 7 -18.66 -0.52 
48-49 -10,556 498.7 -21.17 -0.59 
49-50 -11,515 538.9 -21.37 -0.59 
50-52 0 394..4 a a 
52-53 a 157.3 0 a 
53-54 - 1,016 226.5 - 4.49 -0.12 
54-55 - 1,016 257.0 - 3.95 -0.11 
55-56 - 1,016 206.7 - 4.92 -0.14 
56-57 - 1,016 214.3 - 4.74 -0.13 
57-58 0 173.7 0 0 
58-59 - 3,047 269.8 -11.29 .:.o.31 
59-60 - 4,063 207.6 -19.57 -0.54 
60-61 - 3,047 371.3 - 8.21 -0.23 
61-62 - 2.811 200.6 -14.01 -0.39 
62-63 - 4,684 367.9 -12.73 -0.35 
63-64 - 6,588 315.2 -20.81 -0.58 
.64-65 -16,863 614.5 -27.44 -0.76 
65-66 -21,446 939.4 -22.83 -0.63 
66-67 -13,730 565.4 -24.28 -0.67 
67-68 -10,562 350.8 -30.11 -0.84 
68-69 - 6,337 289.3 -21. 90 -0.61 
69-70 -13,.730 413.0 -33.24 -0.92 
70-71 -11,394 339.3 -33.58 -0.93 
71-72 -11,394 289.0 -39.42 -1.10 
72-73 337.4 
73-74 - 8,286 278.9 -29.71 -0.83 
74-75 -16,573 507.8 -32.65 -0.91 
75-76 -10,358 315.2 -32.86 -0.91 
76-77 -12,215 361.5 -33.79 -0.94 
77-78 -26,214 962.6 -27.23 -0.76 
78-79 -12,215 455.1 -26.84 -0.75 
79-80 - 4,067 32-.4 -12.69 -0.35 
80--81 - 3.051 198.7 -15.35 -0.43 
81-82 - 1,01.7 174.0 - 5.84 -0.16 
82-83 - 2,034 267.9 - 7.59 -0.21 
83-84 - 1,017 162.8 - 6.25 -0.17 
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TABLE C 
total 2 1939-1975 area (m) distance (m) 1939-1975 annual 
eroded between distance (m) rate of 
transects beach transects eroded back erosion (m/yr) 
84-85 0 522.4 0 0 
85-86 0 251.8 0 0 
86-87 . . 0 476.8 0 0 
87-88 0 680.9 0 0 
88-89 0 319.7 0 0 
89-90 .. 2,236 657.8 - 3.40 -0.09 
90-91 0 509.9 0 0 
91-92 + 1,961 316.4 + 6.20 +0.17 
92-93 + 6,863 303.-9 +22.61 +0.63 
93-94 0 196.9 0 0 
94-95 - 1,961 161.2 -12.16 -0.34 
95-96 - 5,883 139.3 -42.23 -1.17 
96-97 - 7,843 209.1 -37.51 -1.04 
97-98 - 9,766 243.2 -40.16 -1.12 
98-99 - 8,790 232 .. 9 -37.74 -1.05 
99-100 -12,696 374.9 -33.87 -0.94 
100-101 - 4,883 285.9 -17.08 -0.47 
101-102 - 2,930 215.5 -13.60 -0.38 
102-103 + 2,930 592.5 + 4.95 +0.14 
103-104 - 1,956 174.7 -11.19 -0.31 













SUBTIDAL WASHOVER AND TIDAL DELTA CCRETION (M2) 
subtidal subtidal subtidal subtidal 
washover tidal delta washover tidal delta 
transects accretion accretion transects accretion accretion 
K=B+D-G L=C+D-H K=B+D-G L=C+D-H 
4-5 -14,847 63-64 - 1,174 
5-6 +51,070 64-65 -21,585 
6-7 +34,772 65-66 - 5,124 
7-8 +31,532 66-67 - 2,833 
8-9 +23,009 67-68 +13 ,850 
9-10 -17,106 68-69 + 6,992 
10-11 - 6,552 69-70 +51,248 
20-21 +23,924 70-71 +32,694 
21-22 +15,486 71-74 ... +153,320 
22-23 +14,685 74-75 +96,314 
23-.24 + 3,857 75-76 +24,718 
26-27 +42,610 76-77 +12,994 
27-28 +32,180 77-78 +145,117 
28-29 +30,019 78-79 + 470 
29-30 + 7,369 79-80 +30,282 
30-31 - 9,835 81-82 + 4,067 
31-32 -32,004 84-85 -14,769 
32-33 808 85-86 -42,410 
33-34 +13,107 86-87· +11,606 
34-35 +74,194 87-88 -10,588 
35-36 - 1,416 89-90 + 2,236 
36-37 - 1,844 95-96 + 3,922 
37-38 -10 ,996 96-97 +13,303 
44-45 + 5,980 97-98 -38,512 
45-46 +46,500 98-99 +54,747 
46-47 +31,248 99-100 +35,960 
47-48 - 7,482 100-101 +110,314 
48-49 -11,040 101-102 +88,132 
49-50 +17,786 
50-52 +23,211 r1EAN +10,177 +43,116 
52-53 +24,428 - 8,576 
57-58 + 2,103 
58-59 + 5,079 TOTAL +386,736 +862,322 
59-60 - 1,016 -77, 183 
60-61 + 7,110 




DETERMINATION OF THE ACCURACY AND PRECISION OF THE PHOTOGRAMMETRIC 
TECHNIQUES 
• • Advantages 
.Coastal zone studies can be classified into three categories, de-
pendent upon the scale and detail of the study: 1) reconnaissance of a 
large sectton of the coast, 2) studies at the intermediate level, which 
involve some systematic process measurements, and 3) detailed time-series 
studies of a small area (Hayes, Owens, Hubbard, and Abele, 1973). 
Detailed studies of a small segment of the shoreline involve closely 
spaced (temporally and spatially) observations of changes in beach morph-
ology and of the dynamic processes responsible for the changes. Conclusions 
derived from investigations at this level provide necessary base informa-
tion needed to integrate studies at the intermediate and reconnaissance 
level investigations. 
Intermediate level, localized, problem-oriented studies provide in-
sight into local process factors responsible for systematic changes in dis-
ti'nct morphologic features, such as the sand bodies formed at an inlet and 
patterns of wave refraction and inlet circulation. The study of larger scale, 
distinct physiographic units along the coast helps to integrate information 
from more detailed, perhaps fragmented studies. 
Reconnaissance studies resolve the detailed observations from the 
lower level studies concerning the process-product relationship along the 
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coast and use them to interpret regiona,1 pa,tterns of coasta,1 morphology 
and sedimentation, Also, from reconnatssance studies, problem areas neces-
s.itattng more detailed tnvesttgation at the Tower level studies may be de-
termined (Hayes, Owens,. Hubbard, and Abele, 1973). 
Aerial photographs have proved to be particularly invaluable in re-
connaissance and intermediate level coastal studies, for both short and 
long term studies, when used i'n conjunction with the observations and data 
of detailed field studies. A set of aerial photographs can be used in the 
identification of surface features of a distinct physiographic unit, or a 
series of aerial photographs can be used to document changes in coastal 
fea,tures in either a qualttative or a quantitative manner. When certain 
conditions are understood and strict photogrammetric techniques are fol-
lowed, photogrammetrically determined values of coastal changes can be con-
sidered to be reliable measures of long term, mean shoreline changes. 
A hierarchy of natura.1 cycl i'c phenomena incl udi'ng tides, seasonal 
changes in wave climate, storms, sediment supply, and relative sea level 
changes (Morton, 1977) produce variable effects in shoreline changes. The 
short term variability can be minimized by increasing the time interval of 
the study and thereby a.veraging the shorter term chur:ges. Averaged, long 
term rates of change probably more closely approximate the historical 
shoreline changes that can be recorded in the geological record, while 
short term rates indicate the actual, fluctuating changes operative along 
the coast. Measurements of long term coastal changes are most accurately 
accomplished using a combination of aerial photographic and field surveys 
(Goldsmith and Oertel, 1977}. 
Studies o'f long term changes utilizing aerial photographs tend to be 
more accurate than those utilizing_maps or charts. Aerial photographs are 
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tr:tter records than map~ or charts of the locations of objects because 
photographs contain more det~il and allow for better identification and 
recogni-tion of features. Maps and charts present limited details of physi-
cal features (both natural and artificial}. U.S. Geologi'cal Survey stan-
dards for the horizontal accuracy-of maps require only that "at least 90% 
of the well-defined points shall be plotted correctly wtthin 1/50 inch 
(approximately 0.51 mm) on the published maps" (Ancn;11nous, 1969). Maps 
thus introduce an additional limitation on the accuracy of coastal change 
measurements past that introduced in scale determinations and actual meas-
urements on the photographs, The major advantage of utilizing maps and 
charts in addition to aerial photographs in the determination of coastal 
changes is that the. maps and charts provide information for the ti·me prior 
to the date of the first photographic coverage. Maps and charts do not ap-
pear to be particularly useful for making straight-forward measurements of 
shoreline changes (Tanner, 1977). The great amount of detail shown on 
aerial photographs also allows the photo interpreter to distinguish be-
tween shoreline changes produced by overwash and changes produced by tidal 
delta deposition as well as to distinguish subtidal and intertidal shoals 
in the lagoons. 
• PtetiSion Of Instrumentation 
The major limit of a photogrammetric study is the degree of precision 
and accuracy possible in determining the scale of the features on the indi-
vidual photographs and in making precise measuren~nts on the photographs, 
which is a factor of the quality of the photographs and the ability of the 
phototnterpreter~ The value of a photogrammetric survey ts largely a func-
tion of the avatlabiltty and quality of the photographs. Photographs with 
-
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unfavorable or overly variable scales, poor textural and tonal contrasts, 
as well as other inherent defi'ciencies, such as unacceptable amounts of 
tilt or relief distortion, are not useful for the accurate detennination 
of amounts of changes along the shoreline, particularly where small changes 
are involved. The extent and d~tes of the coverage are also factors affect-
fog the worth of such a study. 
Small scale photographs 1s inconvenient to use because of difficul-
ties encountered in locating exact, easily reproducible points on the photo-
graphs for scale determination or other measurements due to the reduced 
sizes of the objects .. Greater variations in measurements are also produced 
on smaller scale photographs because of limits on the measurements which 
the human eye can consistently make (Tanner, 1977}. The Altender microrule 
used for making 1 inear measurements on the a.E,rial photographs is calibrated 
to 0.001 inch, and is precise to about 0.005 to C.01 inch. For various 
scales determined for the 1939 and 1975 photographs used in this study, the 










0.005 inch 0.01 inch 
(smallest field distance in meters) 
1.71 (0.05 m/yr) 
1.51 (0.04 m/yr) 
2.01 (0.055 m/yr) 
1.83 (0.05 m/yr) 
3.29 (0.09 m/yr) 
2.91 (0.08 m/yr) 
3.87 (0.11 m/yr) 
3.51 (0.10 m/yr) 
These distances must be divided by the number of years of the study, to 
yield the "smallest measurable change per year" (which are listed in the 
I 
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parentheses above). Any measurements smaller than these limits must be ac-
cepted to mean "no detectable change." Because two photographs are necessary 
i~ any detennination of rate or change, there are two dtstinct sources of 
error, and two limits, which should be added (Tanner, 1977). 
The smallest measured area on the ruled acetate in this study was one 
square, which is 1/100 square inch, or 0.0000064516 m2. For the same scales 








RULED ACETATE PRECISION 
(smallest measurable ground area= 
one square on acetate) 





1,272 m 2 
As with linear distances, these amounts must be added for the two photo-
graphs used in a determination of rate or change, and any measurements 
smaller than these values must be accepted to mean "no detectable change." 
Factors Affecting the Accuracy of the Photogrammetric Measurements 
Possible errors in the photograrmietric measurements made to detennine 
beach trends and changes in the areal extent of backbarrier and lagoon de-
posits can result from many different causes. Photographs can vary in scale 
within as well as between prints, a variability which can affect the calcu-
lations of ground distances or ground areas. Scale variability can result 
from: relief distortion, caused by variabtlity in the altitude of the air-
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craft as well as in th.e elevation of th.e terrain; tilt, wh.ich. is the vari-
ation of the opti"c axis of the camera lens from true verttcal at the time 
of the photograph exposure; lens distortion, which can cause features on 
the photographs to be radially distorted outward from the optical center 
of.the photograph; and shrinkage of the film or photographic paper. Scale 
can also be incorrectly determined through operator or instrument variability. 
Relief distortion is minimal along the Rhode Island coast because of 
small differences in the elevation that occur along the south shore. Tilt 
on the photographs used is also small, being limited by government standards 
to less than 2 or 3°. The amounts of lens distortion and shrinkage of the 
film or paper would be difficult to determine. It is believed that the ef-
fects of these inherent photographic distortions have been minimized by, 
making measurements as near as possible to the center of the photograph, 
where the distortions are minimal, by utilizing the 60% overlap and 30% 
sidelap. Using ground control points in determining scale values also mini-
mizes these inherent photographic distortions, particularly because the 
control points lie near sea level, where the measurements of changes. (both 
linear and areal) w~re made. 
Instrument variability is a function of the precision of the instru-
ment used to make measurements on the photographs and is itself a function 
of the scale and quality of the photographs. The limitation on the smallest 
unit of distance that can be measured consistently and accurately on a 
photograph, as discussed above, is also a function of the calibration of 
the instrument. 
Another source of error in making measurements of beach changes can 
result from difficulty in locating the dune line and high water line on the 
photographs because of unfavorable scales and poor tonal contrasts, espec-
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tally tn distinguishing the htgh wa,ter line from the swash limit of the 
waves or from storm debris lines. A limita,tion on the accuracy of relo-
cating the 113 transects on the photographs also exi·sts, which may result 
tn small vartattons in the linear.and areal measurements of the shoreline 
changes .. 
·Field· Determination· of· the· Photogr~.mrr:etri c •Accuracy 
Cartographic distortion in producing the overlays of the 1939 and 1975 
photographs and in. pptically transferring the 1939 shoreline position to 
the 1975 overlays using the Zoolil Transfer Scope also affect the accuracy 
of this study. To check the photogrammetric techniques used in this study 
for detenninati'on of the photograph scales and for makt~g the linear and 
areal measurements as well as the cartographic techniques of transferring 
the data between photographs, a survey of 1inear distances and areas of 
objects in the field and on the photographs was made. 
Linear distances were measured in the field at several localities at 
the same elevation on the University of Rhode Island campus in Kingston 
along the perimeters of rectangular playing fields and buildings, which 
are easily identifiable on a 1972 photograph of the campus (073-72 series 
from Aerial Data Reduction Associates, nominal scale 1:12,000). These linear 
ground measurements were used to determine the ground areas of the rectangu-
lar objects, to be used as ground truth values. Linear mea~urew.ents of these 
objects were then made on the photograph, using the A1tender microrule. 
Measurements of the areas of the objects were also made on the photograph, 
using the same square counting method used in the determination of backbar-
rier areas (by transferrfog the outline of the objects onto a sheet of ruled 
acetate and counting the squares). The linear measurements made on the photo-
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graph were used to derive the average scqle of the. photograph as well as 
. . . . 
the areas of the rectangulQr qbjects. Three v~lues of the ground areas 
were thus calculated: ground area detennined from multiplicatton of li-
near ground measurements (used as the standard); ground area detennined 
from multiplication of linear photograph meazurements and scale conversion; 
and ground area detennined from areal photograph measurements and scale 
and square grid converstons. 
The linear measurements on the photograph incorporates scale varia-
tion, mi crorul e preci·si on,- and operator vari'abil ity. The area 1 measurements 
on the photograph derived by the square counting method incorporates scale 
vari'ation, microrule precision, cartographic variability, precision of the 
square grid intensity, and operator variabili'ty. Using the area measure-
ments calculated from the linear measurements made in the field as standards 
of actual ground areas, the amount of variance resulting from the derivation 
of ground areas from linear photograph measurements and scale conversion 
and from the derivation of ground areas from areal photograph measurements, 




CALCULATED ACCURACY OF AREAL PHOTO MEASUREMENTS 
--0 
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FT2 n/ 2 2 FT IN FT # SQ'S FT 
A a 559,25 375,816 .526 .3387 1:12,759 371,936 32.50 356 !8'.1:~ 
b 672.00 .644 1:12,522 
B b 30,00 .028 1:12,857 
d 225.00 .217 1:12,442 
e 300.00 48,225 .288 .0438 1:12,500 48,098 4.50 49,416 
f 160.75 .152 1:12,691 
C g 114.00 31,042 .107 .0274 1:12,785 30,089 2.75 30,199 
h 272.30 .256 1:12,764 
D i 220.30 .210 1:12,589 
E j 241. 00 69,589 .239 .0664 1:12,100 72,916 6.00 65,880 
k 288.75 .278 1:12,464 
F 1 123.00 18,450 . 118 .0170 1:12,508 18,668 1. 75 19,217 
m 150.00 .144 1:12,500 




Calculated Ground Areas (FT2) 
A B C A - B A - C 
From Linear Froni Linear From Areal A X 100 A X 100 
Ground Photo Photo Linear Areal 
Measurements Measurements Measurements Variati'on (%) Variation (%) 
A 375,816 371,936 356,892 1.0% 5.0% 
'8. 48,225 48>098 • 49,416 0.3% 2.5% 
C 31,042 30,089 30,.199 3.m~ 2.7% 
F 69,589 72,.916 65>888 4.8% 5.3% 




(Source: Special Maps Room, 
John D. Rockefeller Library, Brown University) 
date publisher/engraver 
1780 Published by J. Bew, London. 
1794 Published by L, Stockdale, Piccadilly; L. Mutlaw Sculp & James. 
1796 H. Harris, engraved by Sc. Hill, Boston; Thomas & Andrews. 
1804 Arrowsmith & Lewis, 7th American map of Rhode Island; engraved 
by A. Lawson, drawn by S. Lewis. 
1816 Lucas, engraved by H. S. Tanner, Baltimore. 
1824 Engraved by Young & Delleker, A. Finley, Philadelphia. 
1838 Bradford, engraved by G. W. Boynton, Boston. 
1842 Bradford & Goodrich, engraved by G. W. Boynton, Boston. 
1860 U. s. Coast Survey coast chart No. 14. 
1877 Copyright by Cowperthwait & Co., Philadelphia. 
1908 A. van Haake, topographer, Post Office Dept. (post route map). 
1935 Prepared by Educational Exhibition Co. 
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